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ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL.
f HIRTIETH YEAR.

TRAGIC

ALBUQUERQUE,
tears were streaming from his eyes as
he stood in an attitude of despair In
front of the shattered mammoth
Then friends Induced him to
enter a motor car and return to Stuttgart, whence he left by train for
Frlederlchshafert.
An explanation of the accident by
experts is that probably one of the
balloonettes, of which the Immense
envelope was constructed, burst, and
a spark from the motor Ignited the gas
when the balloon was carried Into the.
air.
Count Zeppelin's secretary said
that the count Is already preparing plans for another balloon.

FINISH

acro-plnn-

OF ZEPPELIN

BALLOON

MINISTERS SEND MESSAGES
OF SYMPATHY TO ZEPPELIN
Berlin, Aug. 5. The ministers of all
the federal states have telegraphed
condolences to Count Zeppelin on the
los of his airship, expressing the hope
that the disaster would only spur him
to further efforts toward the attainment of his ambition.
Minister von Bethmann-Hollweimperial secretary of state for the Interior, after a consultation with his
colleagues, has decided to forward to
Count Zeppelin tlüS.OQO. the proposed
estimate In the imperial budget for
aeronautic experiments, as a reward
for the count's many years of sacrifice of this character in the interest of
the fatherland, and Dr. Theodore Lc- wald, privy counsellor, who was commissioner general for Germany at the
world's fair In St. Louis, is carrying a
check for this amount to Frlederich-shafe- n
to present It to Count Zeppelin.
When the airship was destroyed. Dr.
Lews Id. who was a member of the
committee appointed t' decide whether the airship should be taken .over by
the government, received from Count
ZeppVlin a dispatch explaining the
reason for the two descents from the
balloon. It says:
"The future of my airship depends
upon the motors. Yesterday's descent
on the Rhine was occasioned by the
fusing of white metal in one of the
grooves of the piston rod which already had stood the test of several
trips. 1 traveled today from Mann-helwith only one motor. As soon as
possible I intend to return to

Mighty Airship, After Record
Breaking Trip Over Europe
Totally Destroyed by Explosion and Hurricane.

g,

FOUR MEMBERS OF CREW
DANGEROUSLY INJURED

Universal Sorrow at Mishap
Suffered by Aeronautic Wonder Worker Who Is Already
Busy on Plans for New Craft,
Win.
dra-

matic end came today' to Count Zeppelin's long endurance flight In his monster dirigible balloon, and tonight the
proud airship which yesterday was
cutting rapidly through the air and
pursuing automobiles,
outdistancing
lies in a" open field near here u maw
of twisted, useless metal. A chapter
of accidents occasioned by bad moods
of nature and the failure of mechanical appllarfces combined, was responsible tor the untimely end of the balloon, the flights of which have held
the attention of the world, and for
blasting the ambitions of its inventor,
Count Zeppelin. The count, almost
broken-hearte- d
and unable longer to
endure the sight of his shattered craft,
has left by train for Friederiehshafcn.
The airship had left Nackeiiheim,
the scene of its first mishap, and overnight had visited Mayence and begun
on the homeward Journey, when misfortune overtook it. Soon after its
departure It was found that the front
motor was working badly, owing to
the fusing of metal in the groove In
which the piston rod ran. This was
Consequently
by friction.
caused
Count Zeppelin was compelled to rely
on one motor on the rear platform
throughout the night, which considerably reduced his speed. During the
night he made an ascent of nearly
,000 feet, losing a considerable quantity of gas. This deprived the balloon;

Frleder-ichshafen-

Subscription lists foj( funds with
which
to provide Count Zeppelin
means for building a new balloon have
been opened In Berlin, Bremen. Stuttgart and other towns In Germany, and
in Switzerland.
Ml LMTI DE

over

of some of its buoyancy,

Count Zeppelin decided to
land. Although this was the first time
that such a maneuver had been attempted with a regular balloon, the
landing was effected smoothly, only
one of the steel wire stays being
broken. The engineers Immediately
set about making repairs to the balloon, which rode at anchor in the center of a large force of miliary which
had been called out to keep the crowds
away. Count Zeppelin telegraphed to
Krledrirhshafen for more gas cylinders
and then went to a neighboring inn
for luncheon. He was away for over
two hours and was destined to see only
the wreckage of his airship when he
returned.
ran
The local railway companle
special cars to convey the at I r (DIM
sightseers to the spot, while l
automobiles and wagons iaed
with peasants also flocked to the vicinity.
It Is estimated
that the crowd
around the monarch of the air numbered nearly 49,009 persons.
At 2 o'clock this afternoon a wind
suddenly sprang up and some of the
weather-wis- e
bystanders called the attention of the officers to the fact that
a storm was brewing and advised the
officers to secure the balloon. Their
warnings were unheeded.
The balloon swayed too and fro,
MiMietlmen rising a few feet from the
ground. At 2:f8 o'clock a formidable
gust of wind struck the airship broadside.
At first the craft heeled over
and then her bows rose In the air, carrying with them a number of helpers
holding the ropes. After poising for a
moment at a height of fifty feet. It
rushed forward against a cluster ot
The Impact uprooted
fruit trees.
them. The airship returned to the
earth even more suddenly than It rose,
and came crashing to the ground.
With a thunderous roar the forward
motor exploded. From the bows of
the balloon shot forth a livid flame,
while from the rear escaped thick
clouds of black smoke which caused
the entire structure to disappear from
the view of the thousands of spectators.
When the air cleared the balloon
was seen lying In an open field on a
high plateau, with only the ragged,
tangled strips of the aluminum envelope still remaining. The metal stays
and hands and portions f the motora
were strewn about in piece like old
iron, and blackened with smoke and
scorched.
Officers rushed forward and found
that several soldiers had been hurt.
The four engineers who were on the
front platform of the airship had
death, but they were suffering
from Injuries. They were taken to a
hospital. The men tried, when the
balloon broke away, to couple up the
motors, ao as to ascend beyond danger, but they were unsuccessful
Count Zeppelin was Immediately
sent for. When he arrived and saw
the hopeless wreck he broke down. His
head was bowed on his cheat and

l

cdes-trlan-
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FINISH KEENLY DISAPPOINTED
6.
Frlederichshafen.
Aug.
The
news that Count Zeppelin's
airship
exploded at Echterdlhgen and was a
total wreck came like a thunderbolt
amid the festive preparations for a reception of the famous aeronaut at
Frlederichshafen.
Tens of thousands
of people had come from all parts of
Germany to witness the return of thO
Mtht from hfc lemarkable voyage in
the air, and they were walking up and
down the wide main street
of this
town along the lake shore and making
merry In anticipation of the forthcoming Jollification. Since early morning
automobiles and carriages had been
coming Into
town and
speeding
through the streets, while peasants
from the surrounding country clad. In
their picturesque Sunday
clothes,
gazed In amazement at the unwonted
scene and the gaily decorated houses
In the park.
In front of the principal hotel the
military band was just on the point of
beginning its concert when at 4 o'clock
a man rushed excitedly from the office of a local newspaper and affixed a
telegram on the blackboard at the entrance to the building.
A crowd of people gathered to read
the news, expecting to hear that the
airship had left Kchterdlngen on Its
way here. One man began to read the
message. Suddenly he slopped as if he
could not believe the news, then h
cried out, "The balloon was burned.
the balloon has burned up."
This Intelligence traveled like wildfire down the main street. Some people would not believe It, and declared
that It was a bad Joke; but the doubters were soon silenced by the pitiful
expressions on the faces of the employes of Count Zeppelin, who rushed
about with every evidence of consternation.
Many inquiries went up from the
dense crowd congregated around the
offices of the count, and people demanded to know If he was safe.
They were told he was, hut the latest bulletin from Kchterdlngen
said
that four men had been hadly burned
"May be some rascal set the balloon
on fire," aome one volunteered, excitedly, and this probability was discussed for some moments. Throughout the
crowd there were frequent expressions
of sorrow over the i'l luck of Count
Zeppelin In the loss of his magnificent airship.
Just then the count's daughter arrived In her carriage, she still being
In ignorance of the end of her father's
voyage, and of the hlusting. at least for
a time, of his greatest ambition.
A
hush fell over the masses as the
countess alighted, and in wonderment
at their strange altitude toward her.
she went Inside her father's office.
Soon afterwards she was heard to
cry: "That will kill him."
This was followed by an outburst of
sobbing, und the people who had been
loitering about the building silently
moved away some distance to get beyond hearing of her distressful cries.
The next message received from the
scene of the disaster said that a thun
derstorm upset a quantity of benslne
which Ignited and caused a great explosion, and that the great airship was
destroyed.
After reading this bulletin the people moved In long lines down the
streets of the town toward the railroad station and the steamship docks
along the lake front, while automobiles scurried off In all directions,
some of them even heading for
The music of the bands was hushed
and the musiclana silently packed
away their Instruments, while the villagers Immediately began taking down
the flags and festoons which had been
g
hung In honor of the
of
home-comin-
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IN TURKEY

RESTORED
IN BERNALILLO COUNTY?

THIS IS THE ONLY ISSUE IN MONDAY S PRIMARY ELECTION
lhe Republican primary

STERN JUSTICE METED

election,

which

is to be

held

in

this county the primaries and of the preliminary

next Monday, August 10th, is the most important election which has been
OUT TO
held in the county in recent years, not even excepting the election of 1906
when the great majority of the voters arose and overturned the corrupt ring
Resignations and Arrest of Su- of politicians, which under the leadership of Frank A. Hubbell had ruled the
ltan's Advisers Incidents of county for more than a decade.
Hubbell was driven from control of the county government; but
Reorganization
of Governhis position as chairman of the Republican county committee, and
through
ment Under the Constitution,
the support of the territorial republican organization which was given him
I By Morning
Journal Special leased Wire. at that lime he managed to retain control of what was recognized as lhe regConstantinople, Aug. f Said Pasha, ular party machinery in lhe county.
the grand visler and the newly formUnable longer to resist lhe demands of a vast majority of the Repub
ed ministry have resigned. The sulvoters of this county, the Territorial committee on July I Olh took the
lican
tan, has accepted the resignations and
tonight Invited Lcmalledtu Effcndl. control of the regular parly machinery out of the hands of Hubbell and his
the
and Katnll Pa dia small circle of followers and placed it in the hands of the commission of three
to form a new cabinet.
The newspapers assert that Memh (I which is now lhe regular and recognized Republican central committee of this)
Bey, minister to the United States,
has been relieved of hi.s functions. He county.
is the son of Izxel Bey, former secreThe control which this committee has of the parly machinery, is,
tary and adviser to the sultan, who,
This commission is to have charge of the conduct of
only temporary.
after the proclamation of the constitution, fled aboard the steamer Maria
bound for a Mediterranean port.
The notorious Kehml Pasha, former president of the council of state,
has been lynched at Yenishair, in the
vlllayet of Brusa, Asia Minor.
Memdud Pasha, and Rcchld Pasha,
respectively
of the Interior and DiariOS and former prefect of
Constantinople, were arrested today
and conducted to the ministry of police, amid the Jeers and hisses of the
populace. The arrest has been ordered of other prominent officials of
the old regime and Tehn Pasha, former first secretary to Sultan Abdul
Ha mid and Obdul Huda. court astrologer, already have been taken Into
custody.
was
Fehml Pasha
the sultan's
nephew and a man of unscrupulous
character. He was appointed chief of STUBBS REPUBLICAN I
SMELTERS MUST CLOSE
the spy department and in this posiFOR LACK OF FUEL
tion terrorized the country.
He enCHOICE FOR GOVERNOR,
riched himself by establishing gambling saloons in the capital hut he Anally overreached himself in a dispute Dennis Flynn Will Despute Sen- - Flames Still Reported Raging in
with a German Arm In 1907. He selasd
ator Gore's Right to Toga in Wilderness; Valuable Timber
a cargo of wool destined for Hamburg. To this Germany anade a proDeslfuctkn í
to
Doomed
iktommTTOtWirBW Leaos in
test had us a reftuH an Imperlal'raW1'
was issued In February of that year
Smallpox at Fernie.
Missouri for Governor.
banishing Fehml to Mudanian, Asia
Sheiff-ultlslu-

BRISK WIS BID

TO

SENATE FIGHT

Minor.

L

MES

Bar Association
Discussions
Provide Entertainment for the

Candidate Who Is to Participate in Program Today,
Journal Nupcial leased Wire.
Springs, Va., Aug. I. Candidate Taft evinced his intense Interest
in legal affairs today by attending the
morning session Of the Virginia Bar
aaoclation and devoting the afternoon
to the preparation of the speech on
'The tAWl Delay" which he Ls to deliver to that body tomorrow.
The address today of former Senator William Lindsay, of Kentucky, on
"The Man and the Corporation"
evoked considerable enthusiasm. Mr.
Lindsay pointed out that it was the
duty of the states to remedy what he
regarded as the present day evil of
corporate supremacy over the Individual. The states, he maintained, crerporatlon and It was their
ated till
duty to control their creatures.
This course, he said, would relieve
the federal government from Interference, which interference In regarded aB not only of doubtful! constitutionality but of doubtful expediency.
The bar association at the conclusion
of the address of Mr. Lindsay indulged In a spirited discussion of the
proposition to abolish the old common
law system of pleading In the atate
for a system based on the English
practice act. Judge Taft gave evidence of enjoying the sharp discussion which was terminated by referring the matter to a committee tor
consideration until the next annual
meeting of the association.
It was announced here today that
Frank H. Hitchcock, chairman of
the national committee, and Arthur
Vorys, of Ohio, would each reach Hot
Springs early next week. It Is ex
pected that at this conference many
campaign problems will be discussed
and decisions reached .

I

By

Morning

Hot

IBy Morning Journal siwcia' leased V Ire
Topeka, Kas., Aug. d. The nomination of W. H. Stubbs lor governor and
J. L. Brlstow for United .States senator
on the republican ticket at the primaries held yesterday, is tonight a cer-

tainty.
Practically complete returns
from 60 out of lu.l counties give
Stubbs a lead of 13,222. The election
of J. L. Brlstow was definitely determined lute ihls afternoon. Of the ltiTi
legislative districts In the state, Brls-- i
tow has carried at least 89. Thiqre are
seven districts yet to be heard from.
At the headquartéff of Senator Chester I Long the nomination of Rrislow
la conceded.
Complete returns by counties so far
received giw Brlstow a lead of ti.8.11
voten. Returns from the congressional
districts continua to conic in slowly,
but reports received here up to 6
o'clock tonight indicate the renomina-tloof all lhe present congressmen
agulnst whom there was opposition,
Wilier; Reader and Calrierhead.
n
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8y Morning Journal Bsmilnl Lwusd Wit.
Vancouver, B. C, Aug. 6. -- The destructive forest fires In the Klk river
valley have now burned past the region of the towns. Fertile is destroyed,
hut Michel, llosmer and Cranbrook
are now out of the danger zone. The
flamen are still devastating the timber
region of the valley beyond the settlements. These bush fires may last a
month, or until rain falla.
The total loss of life In the burned
and
area Is now placed at thirty-eigh- t,
the property damage Is estimated at
between IS.OOO.OOO and $8,non,noi.
The women and children who were
taken from Fernie and placed among
the adjacent towns of Frank. Blalr-mor- e
and Nelson are still In their
places of refuge, but the men are
back in Fernie and have begun the
work of rebuilding the town.
Tent and supplies of food and
clothing have been received at Fernie
from many places, and the people are
working strenuously. Nurses und phy
sicians are having n. busy time look- Ing after the Injured and taking pre- cautions to prevent pestilence. There
are now two cases of smallpox In Fer- -

NOMINEES IN OKLAHOMA!
Outhrle, Okla., Aug. .. While posi- tive figures are not yet available, late
returns from the primary election In nle.
The Fernie disaster has struck a
Oklahomu Indícale that the following
hard blow to the mining and smelting
arc the successful nominees:
The
United states senator Dennis T. industries of British Columbia.
Flynn. republican; Thomas P. (lore, big smelters of the boundary district,

organization of the county convention.
When the convention is organized the committee passes out of existence and
the county central committee elected by this convention becomes the regular
and recognized central committee of the republican party in Bernalillo county.

The county convention lo which delegates will be elected at the primaries
Monday, has but two duties to perform. One of these is to elect sixteen
delegates to the territorial convention at Sania Fe.
ITie other duty is to elect
a county central committee lo take the place of the present commission of three.
Frank A. Hubbell and

the little ring of followers behind him arc now
making their last desperate fight; a determined, carefully planned, topical Hubbell campaign lo obtain control of this count) convention in order that they
may control the new count) central committee and thus get possession again of
the parly machinery which has been taken from them by lhe territorial committee for the íood of the part). Should they succeed in doing this Hubbell
would be restored lo the position which he has held for years as chairman of the
regular republican organization.
In this position he has been the direct means
of disrupting and all bul destroying the republican party in this county.

Should he. be restored to the position he has occupied it Would undo all that the
voters of this count) have succeeded in doing in the course of their long struggle
to rid the count) of graft and bossism and ring domination.
Il would result in
the defeat of the great campaign for good government which, through its long
fight of more than four years has succeeded in dragging this county out of
bankruptcy and in placing it on a sound financial basis.
The importance of this primary election to Hubbell and his followers
tremendous. If he can win it he is restored to a position in which he can
dominate the situation within (he party. Such a result would mean inevitably
one of two things; either the complete disruption and defeat of the republican
party, or the restoration of the old corrupt ring with all its attendant evils.
If this primary election is thus important to Hubbell and his following, it
is very easy to see how tremendously important it is to lhe republican voters
of this county and to every citizen who cares for the continuation of decent
government here that Hubbell and his following should be given the final
defeat on Monday which their mismanagement of county affairs and their utter
disruption of the republican party warrant.
is

the republican voters of Albuquerque turn out to the primaries on
Monddy there will be no doubt of the result for a vast majority of the republican voters of Albuquerque are against any further Hubbell connection vitít
party affairs the grave and serious danger is that the republicans of this town
will; fnr realise the serinutn;
of the primary election and vM neglect to go to
the polls. Hubbell will be sure to have every one of his followers at the
polls.

It remains with the republican Voters oj Albuquerque to say whether
not he will win the primaries.
It is up to the republican voters of Albuquerque lo say whether they will
have Frank A. Hubbell for their boss or whether they will manage their own
The only safe way is for every voter to go to the polls and vote for
affairs.
lhe tulfet composed of delegates pledged against Hubbell and his itmwrcn,
and against Hubbell methods in lhe conduct of party affairs.
An effort is being made to conceal the work now being done by I lubbcll
and hi followers.
The effort cannot avail. Every man who cares lo see
may sec for himself the activity of the old ring of Hubbell followers.
Frank.
is
efforts
Hubbell
sparing
and
A.
no means
no
to get votes for the primaries.
The old Hubbell Guard, Eslavio Vigil, Nestor Montoya, and the four or five
others who have always done the Hubbell work are working night and day.
An effort is being made by the Daily Citizen, which has always been,
and is now, Hubbell's chief backer and supporter in Albuquerque, to conceal
the issue in the primaries, under the assertion that the fight being made
Mr. Andrews and
against Hubbell is directed against W. H. Andrews.
the matter of the nomination for delegate to congress do not enter into this
situation. They are not being considered in any way either by the republican
who are alive to the necessity of beating Hubbell, or by Hubbell and his
followers. Hubbell, himself, is against Andrews, has always been against him,
and, by knifing him in 1904, took the first long step to the utter disruption
It is now conceded that
of the republican party which he has brought about.
the delegation from Bernalillo county to Santa Fe will be favorable to Andrews. The delegateship is not a factor in this situation.
it is: Will the republican voters of this county
77iere is just one issue
by staying away from the polls on Monday or by carelessness in voting and
in getting their friends to vote, allow Frank A. Hubbell and his little ring to
again grab control of the republican party machinery in this county and thus be
in a position either to restore themselves to power, not only in the party, but in
or

employing 2,1100 men, receive the bulk
of their coke supply from the ovens
and mines of the Flk river valley. snd
as all colliers in that section are. In
such condition that It will require
months to put them back In a position
to supply coal In any quantity, the
smelters will he forced to curtail their
operations, and in some cases shut county government.
dOWn. Tbls Would throw several thouThere is no other issue. All the attempts to obscure it or to deny it which
sand men out of employment In the
mines of the Interior directly and Indi- will be made by Hubbell's supporters are blinds through which any voter may
rectly many In other lines as well.
see if he will but stop to look and consider.
COW lll.ltH I IS IN It CE
I,
MtMUra
M
DEAD
There has been a mistaken idea among some of the voters trnl
FOR (GOVERNOR r
Missorm isr of CANADIAN
c T s i HOPHF.
IN
Kansas City, Aug. 5. With three
of three which has charge of the primaries, is a permanent county
mission
B.
The committee
Winnipeg, Aug.
precincts missing. Jackson county. In
It is not.
Its authority ends when the county convention shall
cluding Kansas L'ltv. fives W S. Cow at Cranbrook bs published the. fol- - committee.
herd, for the democratic nomination ' "owing persons as lost or missing
The membership of the county central
organization.
its
completed
have
J. P. Fink, mavor of Cranbrook.
for governor, a plurality of 3,000.
LlewE.
F.
P.
Ryan,
Rev.
James
committee, elected at the convention, will determine whether or not the repubHere it Is estimated from the returns
at hand that his plurality over the ellyn, K. E. Wells, of Cranbrook.
lican party in this county shall continue in the hands of honest, loyal republican!
Atkins,
Missing at Fernie: Beatrice
state will lie about 10,000, or about
half of the plurality he received in the Segar Brown: children of Mrs. Allen, and whether good government shall continue.
Biggs.
cities. Davin A. Kali will be the sec- Frank Bl ommlashach,
All this commission has power lo do is what it has already done: To
John Burgess, w. Cox, three sons and
ond candidate in the race.
two daughters of David Coldwell, May
to the republican voters of the county an absolutely fair and honest pri'
Don- Carlson, wife and child of
DUTCH MINISTER HAS
election at which they shall say who shall manage their party affair
mary
children,
two
achle. Mrs. Kavlen and
TROUBLE FINDING SHIP Harry Murray. J. McKay, daughter of Frank A. Hubbell and his little ring, or the mats of the rank
" TAe of
John Monk. Mrs. William Harris. Mr,
and Mrs Robinson. William Ripley the party.
The Hague. Aug. 5. The delay of and Ruder Fraehouse.
If the republican voters of Albuquerque do
There is but one issue.
M.
of
De
departure
from
Curacoa
the
Mrs. William Ingram and four chll
Ileos, the former minister of the dren, of Fernie, are reported dead.
their duly and go to the polls there will be but one result.
to Venezuela, who
was
leva- - Fears Yellow .lark.
It is up to the republicans of this county to say what they will have, a
by Piehlilent Castro,
Austin. Texas. Aug. B. The state of expelled
Texas, through the health, depart has caused great disappointment In FALLIERES ABANDONS WAR Hubbell party or a republican party. If the republican voters of Albuquerque
ment, today established a rigid yellow- the foreign office, where there Is a
ON LABOR FEDERATION
e
party once and for
and Bernalillo county let pass this opportunity to
fever quarantine agslnst Mexico, an keen desire for first Information reVenexuela.
outcome of a recent tour of the repub garding the trouble with
Hubbell's degrading and destructive rule, it is their own fault, and
of
all
Paris. Aug 5. At the meetings of
lie by Dr. J. K. Eaves, of the state The foreign office desires to have the
health department. Dr. Eaves report- whole matter cleared up as soon as the cabinet held here at which Presi- they must abide by the result.
ft appears that M. De Reus dent Fallieres was present. It was deed yellow fever to exist at Vera Crux, possible,
Prepare now to go to the polls on Monday between 4 and 9 o'clock p.
Is rinding difficulty in getting a steam-e- r cided to make no attempt to dissolve
latguna and other points.
which will take him away from the General Federation of Labor be- m. and vote to place the republican party affairs in this county where they
Wilbur Wright Plans FIIkIU.
Curacoa without touching at some cause of Its recent activities on the belong in the hands of the rank and file of loyal republicans.
Lemans, France, Aug. 6. Wilbur Venesuela port, but he hopes to sail ground that it was legally constituted.
Go to the polk on Monday and see that all your friends who are
Wright, the American aeronaut of August 11 by way either of Martinique Moreover, dissolution could be followDayton, Ohio, Is planning to begin his or Barbadoes. This will bring him ed Immediately by reorganisation ungo with you.
aeroplane flights here tomorrow.
back here the latter part of August der another name.
democrat.
Congress, First district Bird S.
republican; H. S. Jones, democratic.
Second
district Rtohard Morgan,
republican ; k 8. Fuller, democrat.
rhiril district C. E. Crager, repub
lican; james Davenport, democrat.
h'ourth district B. I. Haeklev. republican Charlea Carter, democrat.
Fifth district No republican candi
date; Scott Ferris, democrat.
;
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THE ALBUQUERQUE

JOHNSON

WILL

TAKE STUMP

FOR BRYAN

I. ilke bond issues created purely by ex
ploltatloa "
The appeal clone with a copy of the
I
resolution adopted by the democratic
national committee on the occasion of
their visit to Falrvlew. July 14. declaring for publicity of contributions before election, limiting Individual contributions to 110. 000 and providing for
tinpublication of all contributions
above flOti.
Mr. Bryan's speech of acceptance
was today given to the press associa!
tions for distribution.

TAKES

BRYAN

CUMIN
Willi"
"
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MONTEZUMA TRUST COMPANY
NEW MEXICO
Capital and Surplus, $100.000.00

ALBUQUERQUE,

THE JAFFA
Grocery Co.
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Be Made in Two or Three;

Good

Days in New York, Boston,
and Philadelphia For the
Santa Fe Railway Company.

INTEREST ALLOWED ON SAVINGS DEPOSITS

W. X. PATTERSON
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publican representative to Washington. He expressed the opinion that BOY RISKS
ATTEND THE GOLDEN
LIFE IN
Uovernor Johnson would not again
RULE DRY GOODS CO.
take the demcrattc nomination.
Representative George A. Pear ol
Maryland was at the headquarters to-- i
Great Temptation Sale
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Tobacco Trust Declares Dividend.
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This Mark Stands for'

Cleveland 1: Washington 1.
S
Washington
Aug.
Cleveland.
played a miserable game In the field
todav. and Cleveland won easily by u
as InvIlteU
core of 12 to 1. Berger
hie hut Ma naver La.loie took him 'Hi'
of the box and gave Flster a trial.
R. H B.
9enr
0
12 14
Cleveland ...130 22 01
1
3
Washington . .010 000 000
raster
Berger,
un.ii
Batteries
Clarke; Davidson, Kates, TannehiM
and Street.

SPECIAL
TABLK

heavy
Extra
bleached linen table
In eight good patterns, regularly $1.25 per
yard, ut
k,

I

Chicago 2.
5.
Boston bunch-- .l
hite off Smith today and defeated the
locals. 3 to 2
B- H. KScore
000 200 0002 7 2
Chicago
:

-

002 000 001

Boston

2

6
M

3

Batetrles Smith and Sullivan;
and Carrlgan.

Detroit ft; Philadelphia 3.
Detroit. Aug. 5 Detroit mixed two
hits with two bases on balls and an aT--l
ror In the sixth and scored 3 runs
MulUn had th? Athletics baffled.
HKB
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1
5
5
010 030 10
Detroit
6
3
II
000 012 OOO
Philadelphia
Batteries Mullln and Schmidt; Dy- gsi't, Cooma and Schreck.
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THE ECONOMIST
ALBVQUERQUIS'S EXCLUSIVE OR Y GOODS hOUSB.
KT OOO 1)8, MILUNEvtY

99c

.

Ronton
Chlcairo. Aue

DAMASK

ol Integrity.

ACT) WtMTHW8

PHOhE ORDERS FILLED PROMPTLT.

irUCADT-TO-WEA-

SPECIAL

-

-

l"r

NOTION DETT.
Hot broochea. Veil Pins,
Belt
collar supportk,
chains,
Head
buckles.
Bracelets, etc., worth up
tq 75e. Special1

OARMENTa KXCI.l Af 1Q.T
FILLED PROMPTLT.

H

MAIL ORDERS

-

A PLAIN STATEMENT OF FACTS

i

I

of this season's merchandise, and therefore will inaugurate a series of special sales
We are determined that all summer gdbds must move, we positively shall not carry over any
of summer merchandise has been moved to make room tor our fall and
for each and every day during the month of August, or until every dollar's worth of our well selected stoik
well established that our friends and patrons know full well that when we advertise goods
winter stock now being selected by our buyer in the eastern markets. Our reputation is so
Our
shall be our medium of reaching the public, and for each ana every day during
empty
windows
promises.
show
no
at soecial bargains they are sure to find that we have made
for
good
that day only, and with prices cut to the very lowest notch. We stand behind every
the month of Auaust we shall have a different special displayed in our show windows,
biggest asset. The economical buyer will find that money can easily be saved simply by watching
sPle made in our establishment, and realize that a pleased customer is our
Each day shall furnish its share toward making the loosening of your "purse strings" a pleasure.
the windows of the THE ECONOMIST.

-
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R. H. E.
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IS 16
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Zalusky,

Lincoln I; Iks Moines .
Lincoln. Aug. 6. Jones and t)'.m
tostead clashed In a pitcher's battle
day, the Lincoln twlrler winning by a
margin of 1 to I.
11

Score

t..nln

4

1
000 010 00
Des Moines ...000 000 0000

i

muí ha 8: skitix

fit y

1

Olm- -

Batteries Jones aud Zlnran;
stead and Welgart.
I- -

Omaha bunch- -'
the eighth and w ...

Sioux City, Aug. 6.

hita
from the locals. S to 1.
Rera-- Hloux Blty . ...100 ooo 000- -1
"' 000 010 3
Omaha
McKay and
Starr.
Batterlea
ry; Hall and
ad their

In

-

AMERICAN

11
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Final Closing of Summer Millinery

Sale

nd

We have selected all wash dreeses
and suits, where there Is only one of
a kind left and have removed them
from stock to Speclul Sale Rack. The
assortment Is made up of the season's
Best Styles, from the Dainty Mercerized Primeas Dresses to the nobby
and styllah coat suits, und In all the

ESTER N LEAGUE.
Pueblo 18: Denver
Pueblo, Aug. 6. Pueblo
Denver again today by a
score.
Score
110 Oin 100- Denver
010 043 08- Pueblo
and
Batterlea Jackson
Honska, Owena and Mitxe.

One-of-a-Ki-

colors of Dame Fashion's decree.
These garments sold at prices ranging
from $1.60 to 125, and have been
placed on sale for Final Clearance at
actual value.
little over one-hal- f
We have lot numbered these garments for your eaay choosing as follows:

Lot 0, worth
Lot I, worth
Lot 2, worth
Lot 3, worth
Lot 4. worth
Lot 5, worth
Lot , worth
Lot 7, worth
Lot 8, worth
Lot 9. worth

to 11.50 at
to 12.50. at
to $8. SO. at
to $5.00, at
to $7.50, at
to $8 00. at
to $10.00. at
to $12.60. at
to $15.00. at
to $22.60. ut

8e

1.M
93.UH

$4.08

$.

7.8

Watch Our

Show Windows

Thursday Special
Our offering for toda consists of a beautiful and elegantly
made assortment of Taffeta. Hujah Silk, Henrietta and Cashmere, Jacket and Jumper Suits, Princess Dresses und Tailored
Suits, elaborately trimmed in laces, ribbons, fancy stltchings
und plain tuckings. und can be had In all the stylish and prevailing colors. This Is an extraordinary good opportunity for
the shrewd and careful buyer to purchase a handsome and
$7.M
modish suit worth up to $27.60. SPECIAL

8.98

$.8

QM

the CHOICE of these HAItt.MNs

by TRADING EARLY.

IIS-R-

R
2

5

Hen-

association.

First am, Loin,
At ioulevllle:
0. Seoond gam
City
lianigs
1;
villa

1

This week we will sell our lines
Milliof spring and summer
nery ut this rate of discount:
$6.00 trimmed hats for . . .82.
$10.00 trimmed hats for..$8.8
$20.00 trimmed hats for. .gtt.tm
At the above rates many women
can afford to Indulge In a
ehunge of headweur und the
trimmings, at the end of the
season, will be worth all that the
hat has cost.
3.V EMRROIDERIEK

19c.

cleun up sale of a few thousand yard of Embrolderlea left
from our season's selling. These
embroideries are on the beat
quality of cloth, swlM, cambric
and nainsook, In hundreds of
In all
designa and patterns.
wldtha of edges and Insertions
up to 12 Inches wide, all eut In
yards. All
to
lengths of 2
on aale oMnday by the length,
W
per yard
A

ñ

WATCH OUR SHOW WINDOWS
rata a omimimi

'(Week KndTnT August 8.
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$1,000,000
was the cost oi the bakery.

It's the perfection of a modern
Top

bakery. The ovcn are white tileon the
Floor. In this ideal bakery, iurrounded
unshinc, are baked

You know they're

wheat graham flour.

.

I"?
wholesome one taste tells or tneir aeiicioiisnos.
Baked in the sunlit bakery, you can be certain
I

1

they're pure.

Dark Brown,

journal classified
HELP WANTED

of the Convention That Was
Mineral
Rich
Held;
Not

From Throne
Against
Members
Warns
Legislation Hostile to Rus-

Strike East of Alamogordo,

sian Supremacy,.

How the News Came to Max Czar in Speech

High graoe men to Oil of- -'
WANTED
flee, mercantile and technical positions In the southwest. Southwestern
Business Association. 01 B. Central
avenue, Albuquerque, N. M. Phone

you fresh
moisture-proo-

f

crisp- -in
packages.

Be sure you get the graham crackers in the Dark
Brown package. It means you have the best.
At your grocer's 10c.

tt

2Í7.

WANTEemale.

HELP

ADVERTISEMENTS

iS

asaasssss- Male -

ui

made from the best whole

.to

diet

FOR

Personal Property Loans

Money to Loan

ON FURNITURE. PIAN08. OROAN8,

Horses, Wagons and other Chattels;

RENTRooms.

FOR RENT A nice room with mod
ern conveniences. Inquire 60s W.
tr
Silver, or phone 1130.
rent-n-o Room at 421 North eth

for

--

sick.

FURNISHED ROOMS for light housewith or
keeping; also bedrooms
without board. Gerónimo hotel, 1214
as
North First
FOR RENT Two good rooms ror
light housekeeping, $11. Call 404
North Second.
FOR RENT Large, cool, desirable
rooms for housekeeping. 524 West
Central avenue. Apply at rear
and
FOR RENT Three furnished
three unfurnished rooms on South
Broadway. Call Dr. Wilson, 417 South
tf
Arno.
FOR RENT Two fine office rooms in
modern, upto date building. 313
tf
West Central
FOR RENT Three large nicely furnished rooms for light housekeeping, to man and wife. Electric light
and use of bath. 816 West Coal. a7
FOR RENT Furnished rooms for
light housekeeping and otherwise
Modern, cheap, and close in. Call at
al
413 South Broadway.

ReLadies" to" call and see also on Balarle and Warehouse
WANTED
Journal I IB. Mornliw Jourmsl noel
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nt the world.
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The new strike members of the
A. and S. M. railway.
elected last month were reminded
Rooms I and 4, orani
was made at a depth of sixty et, and sharply of the nature of Finland's ob- WANTED A girl for general house
PRIVATE OFFICES
avenue
802
Apply
Kent
work.
OPEN EVENINGS
assays $47.9 a ton. distrihutel as foi ligations to the empire and warned of
tf
Rodey.
Mrs. B. 8.
At
West
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the price movement as an index of N. Y., Ontario and Western
crop conditions. The financial dis-- 1 urlu,K ano
65
American
tri.t has not relinnolsheri its . nmfnr.. Nortn
142
Northern Pacific
able faith that prosperous crops r
2
a
Ma"
the year are yet practically assured.
125
The news of the high temperature of Pennsylvania
s 0as
'
the last few days, however, have not
?J
2J
been without disturbing .effect, com-- 1 plttH- - c- c- and st L
ur
ilia at a ueriod recoanizeu ih critical rless,u nletM
164
Jor the spring wheat crop.
Private Pullman Palace Car
45
experts in the employ of speculative J8"'" Ste- -' 8Drln'
122
houses both in grain and stocks have Reading
21
.idded the burden of alarming reports Republic Steel
;
75
do pfd
of the extent of the harm done to
18
spring wheat by rust. These influ- Rock Island Co
35
do pfd
ences were at work at full force in
today's financial markets. With the St. L. and San Fran 2nd pfd ,. 28
18
temperature at the excess of discom- St. L. Southwestern
40
do pfd
fort In Wall Street itself the profes62
Blo
Sheffield
sional profit speculators were more
.. 4
than ever impressed with the possibil Southern Pacific
118
do pfd
ities of burning up the corn crop be- 19
fore it Is garnered. The government Southern Railway
50
do pfd
crop report to be published on Friday
38
is awaited with more than usual Inter Tenn. Copper
24.0 26
.st.
The sinister import allowed for Texas and Pacific
the rise in the price of wheat was Toledo, St. L. and West ..20 . 23
51
do pfd
of effect in curtailing rather than in
165
preventing the advance. Prices In Union Pacific
82
do pfd ,i
many instances in fact, rose to
46
levels for the present year al- United States Steel
111
do pfd
though yesterday's records were not
40
greatly bettered in that respect. Of Utah Copper
14
the stocks which are favorites with Wabash
28
pfd
do
profMato
lial traders this was genthe
77
erally true. The group of metal in- Westlnghouse Klectric
65
dustries were all notably strong. Western Union
21
Amalgamated
National Lead and Wisconsin Central
Total sales for the day 778,800
American Smelting especially were
buoyant and outstripped their com- shares.
Bonds were strong. Total sales, par
panions in the group. Some of the
United States 3's
Railroads running through territory value $3,691,000.
and the 4"
advanced
in the southwest took up the advanc registered
, v.i.j
; .. .
i a iúm
Ing tendency after reaction set in for
the spring wheat growers.
BOSTON STOCKS AND BONDS.
The sustained strength of the wheat
tiiWi on thé speculative tone of stocks
Closing Prices.
as the day wore on, and helped to
Money
make the closing easy. Closing stocks: fa i,oans
2
.3
4
.3
Amalgamated Copper
79ITime Loans
40
Amer. Car and Foundry
Bonds
89
do pfd
102 i Atchison Adjustable 4s
97
Amer, Cotton Oil
34
Atchison 4s
80
Amer. Hide and Leather pfd .. 22
Mexican Central 4s
27
Railroads
Amer. Ice Securities
87
11
Amer. Linseed
Atchison
93
66
do pfd
Amer. Locomotive
155
107
do pfd
Union Pacific
93
Miscellaneous
Amer. Smelt, ami Kefng
24
10
do pfd
Amer. Arge. Chemical
92
132
do pfd
Amer. Sugar Kefng
132
93
Amer. Tabucco pfd
Amer. Sugar
127
25
do pfd
Amer. Woolen
26
48
Amer. Woolen
Anaconda Mining Co
93
87
do pfd
Atchison
t
146
93
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General Electric
46
92
Atlantic Coast Line
United States Steel
91
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You've repeated your purchases of Qualcer Oats
because it has no equal.

Tamarack
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United Copper
United States Mining
United States Oil
Utah
Victoria
Winona
Wolverine
North Butte
Dutte Coalition
Nevada
Calumet and Arizona
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Workman on Elephant Butte
Project Meets With Peculiar
and Painful Accident; News
Notes from San Marcial,
Special

steady;
St. Louis, Aug. 5. Wool
medium grade, combing and clothing
1920; light fine 16,16; heavy
fine Ufa 12; tub washed 20 27.

Cerreenoadenre Morula

Journal

1

San Marcial, N. M Aug. 4. (leorpe
Delmar. a Workman on the Elephant
Butte dam near Rngle, about thirty
miles south of here, shot two toes off
of his right foot with a rifle today. He
supposed the gun was empty and was
handling It carelessly when a Jar caus
ed the hammer to fall, with the result
mentioned. He was brought to this
city at once and Is now In the care of
Dr. Hackney.
d
A
baby girl was born to
Senator Richards and wife, of this
place this morning. All concerned are
doing nicely and the senator Is wear
Ing a
nulla.
A small party of young folks, consisting of Mis.se.. Bonem. Griffith and
De Spain, and Messrs. Scott,
Pelton
and Darr, and Mr. and Mrs. Hansen,
went on n picnic to Willow Springs
yesterday.
David Baca, the husky politician of
San Antonio, vena in town yesterday.
Mr. and Mrs. Clayton, of San An
tonio, and former resident of San
Marcial, are visiting here this week.
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He will be glad to fill the order,
it means to him that you'll be back
for more.
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THE BEST

MOWERS
GRAIN BINDERS
HAY RAKES
BALING PRESSES

toasted corn flakes if you don't ask
for the best.
Ask for
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j McCormick Line of Implements j

Your grocer's not to blame for
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1M1.)
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Price
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In all
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the local exchange today to a point
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won't regret It.
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R. R. Wilson. Industrial agent ol' road commission of Texas; J. E. lve.
but while firm was unchanged at
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Distillers' Securities
37Parrot
$4.504.56 locally. Spelter was quot- the Santa Fe, I now busily engaged ehulrmnn of the railroad commission
Wool, Hides and Pella
Specialty.
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human' care to such sufferers aa are
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The Philadelphia Inquirer calls attention to an emergency which might
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Two KailroaU Stations.
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Second Street windows.
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Telephone anil Telegraph Service.
Modern Irrigation System.
Deep HI, h soil.
Shallow Well Water.
Cheap COBl.
Cheap Lumber.
I. line and Firewood.
Splendid Urartflg In the t ool hills.
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Flights and Land.
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In the Bluewater Valley

Bdltor
BdU.--

AUGUST

"Scientific Rain Making"
by an lmn.er.se Modem
Storage Reservoir,

-

by tha

THURSDAY,

dumns yesterday
morning a resume of the news from
Fair and Gold Medal Charleston Exposition.
OPENING DAY FOR
The most Important campaign that Old Mexico in relation to the progress
that Is being made in that country by
ever appeuled to the voters of
YOUMAN'S DERBY,
OATS Valencia Countv took Second Prize Columcause of prohibition. And now
county Is the one (hat la now the
eoBMN a palca from the other side.
AUGUST 7TH.
bian Exposition.
llnue bul four day,
on. which will i
Hugo Munsterberg. professor of exIII decide
perimental psychology In Harvard uní-- ;
and the result of wnlch
I
VEGETABLES
guass yes!
whether the people of this roiinty verslty. discuses (he question In the
shall continue to enjoy the free gov- Current number of Mct.'lure's with a
ernment which they achieved ufter rranknaá which quite beiieH the no.:
THE COMING APPLE COUNTRY.
such a long and desperate fight, or Hotl that academic freedom has been'
whether they will permit the manage-men- t lost The title of his article, which InNO WATER MAINTENANCE CHARGE, NO INTERof their affairs to revert again lo dicate,, the scope of his arirument i
"Prohibition and .Social Psychology, "
the Hubbell despotlam.
EST,
NO TAXES tor First Year After Purchase.
Oat Field in Itlucwatcr Valley.
That la the only question Bl iaatlf land tin- argument, coming from one ol
122 8. 2d. 110 W. Gold.
Kverythlng else that the Hubbell fol- - the most temperate of men. Is designed
lowers attempt to diag Into the contest to uphold the thesis, rlrst. that prnhl-lrKN
merely for the purpose Of diverting bit Ion is not temperance, the great foe1
the attention of the people from the I to real approach to temperance; and.
one vital question, and that i. Shall second, that ulcohol, used In modem- without any sort of compensation of
we again subject our necEl to the tlon. Is, or may be, mude u positive
brewery or distillery property, and thl
good.
His conclusions are thus sum
Hubbell yoke?
notion, which he believes to he mo-- i
The reault of the election for , boos- marized by himself:
dangerous Hnd Immoral, that. becau.
ing delegates, which Is to be held next
"Temperance, that la, aufftclent
a certain number of people are agalnn
Monday will settle this uuestlon. There
use of Intoxicants to secure emothe sale of lltjuor. the state can step
voter
will be two lists of names for the
tional inspiration and volitional
In and ruin in n day companies or into choose from, the one composed of
Intensity, together with sufficient
dividuals Just bacause they happen l.i
restoring
Hubbell
of
the
BBn in favor
training In
t
avoid
be in the liquor business, which was of his own party. Bui In n case like and we believe this territory has. been
despotism the on. man government
their evils always introduced the
formerly under Ihe protection of tho that in this county, where there i;; ii" Influenced to raise this cry without
FOR SALE
to which we were forced to submit
r
fullest bloasoming
national
government. This is the sort of BOtl i law upon the subject, tlie only safe- taking account of tin- contHtloHa at
during the years of Mr. rJttbUaU'a
greatness, instinctively tha Amerhome.
the
throe
depends
ujaiii
Arizona
guard lbs in eternal vigilance.
which, he Intimates, will lead t,f
2
acres land, north 7 miles $160
great industries oj mining, agriculture
reign, when If you did not obey his
ican nation aa a whole la evidentOf railroads
26 acres, 2 miles out, partly culwithout paylat-your
you
In
ludusry.
I
lite two
and the cattle
orders, he would "cinch
ly striving for such temperance,
tivated and orchard. Will sell 10
ment to preaent owners ir a party
Washington authorities have decid- ter could not p. sMiily h. Letter uno
assessments." and the other compuse,!
but a hysterical minority has at
or 16 acres
$3700
become
against
brought
may
should
Inflamed
the
be
aeroplanes
ed
that
aa
above,
Industry,
mining
the
stated
recontinuing
the
of men In fuvor of
present succeeded In transform25 acres sandy loam land, 4 miles
and should triumph
duty.
country
And is almost normal, n not quite so, as
railroads
free
of
this
into
publican form of government which
ing it Into Its enricatun
north. $60 per acre.
prohithereupon the Recerd-QarBl- d
anxious corn pared with former years. Bisbáa I
In the county, under
now obtains
HOMi: STOCK RANCH.
bition. The final result, of cours
AUTISTIC AND ELKOANT.
ly Inquires whether "l.'nele Joe" Isn't Review.
8 miles south,
140 acres, fine 7
which our affair are administered
will be temperance, .since the
get
few
up
a
'going
emit
to
and
room house. Big corral, all fenced
hOBBBtty and económica My with
tha
American nation will not allow It
uotiicr loman Polecat.
The hook on the I ITig.'l t loll COB" whoops In behalf of our Infant aero- under ditch. Trees. Lands trib-tar- y
public funds applied to public purself to become un emasculuted IHI
HOine SKanKi ol the IMpRd
gr, hs. designed and Compiled by BBC ola nes ?
'
for 1600 sheep. Price $1600
poses, and our taxes being steadily and
Many
my
lion of dyspeptic
pet
are
the
cat.
has killed
diluyTwltchell, and now
going
rotar)
All these lands good soil and unreligion
le i. ure
alvlen of
materially reduced.
todav.
era, without Inspiration and
through the press In the Morning
der ditch.
- .,,,
J ust to show that h e h not afraid.; cr(,euJJ 9nj
(.,,. a
It will rest with the republican votor to permit vulgar BJBBBt
hook and job department, Frank
Journal's
Hitchcock,
republican
the
Ul,
jujmrñel
Kven
kite.
strlm,
w
pridecide
county
at
the
lo
ers of the
RIO GRANDE VALLEY LAND
menta, reckless Mock gamblliiK.
will pe by all odds the most elegant chairman, will make a vigorous efton
learned men quarrel and let rancor:
mary election next Monday, which ol
adultery, burglary und murder to
and artistic piece of typography ever to break into the solid south. We .lie br
COMPANY
way
OVOT
Within their hearts
the
If the
theae two lists shall be chosen
furnish the excitement which tha
executed or attempted In New Mexico. not betting on his sin ess. but W' an to b religious. All thus when the,
JOHN ItOHHARAIIiK, Agent.
m rves of a healthy nation need "
Hubbell ticket shall receive the majorIt Is a work Ol two hundred und fifty willing to
Office Third and Gold Ave.
Venture one oh the proposi- most human, the simplest creed is the
ity of the votes cast. It will mean the
The novelty of this argument n in puges. more than twice as lnrge as
Should we not have what you want
ge
In as Bryan lest tin- belief and practice of beas
he
will
fur
that
tion
can procure It.
restoration to power In this county of the. fact thut Professor Muns'. rberg the average book page containing w ill
Ing kind to the lower older of aniin Ptnnai Ivanla.
the Hubbell party, with all the corrup- Contendí that alcoholic beverages sap. well written articles and well executed
"Do
mals, and to your ,'ellow men.
tion, plunder and oppression which ply a social need, and that wltt-thunto others as you would be done by.'
pictures, of practically all places or
to the New York A man who is kind to domestic aniA special cable
that name signifies, and If the
alcohol la or Is not a food, he bell v s features of Interest in the territory of
i
tlckel he chosen. It will mean the use of alcoholic beverages In m J- - New Mexico, and will convince any Herald from Paris notes the Immense mals and who does by his neighbor
LOOK WKIil. anil arc ,H;ST AS
the continuance of our present honesl eratlon to be an essential to n icitlon one, in any part of the world, that the activity among lte.rona.itts and invent- he would be don,- by, hHs a religion
GOOD AS THEV LOOK.
and economical county g overnmenl merely because of the pgyBhOlOftOl Irrigation congress at Albuquerque Is ors of various machinen for the con- of deeds. He need not forswear creeds
They
have Hit right shape to
of the air, predicting that there nor remain away irom church, but li
That la all there is at Issue.
and emotional needs which lie bellevi not to be uny ordinary affair, or II quest
fit tlie foot comfortably from
w ill soon be in
xlsti lice a great aero-olan- e lie lues p to tills simple, J'Ct gl'llllli,
Knowing that the people of the they supply
He elaborates the a,,' i could not afford to advertise itself on
Hie beginning uml will stand the
will have been truly
he
atandaid,
fleet.
county an never be Induced to accept ment with gr.-n- t caie. Alcohol, h" eg. such a scale. It is a book 'hat will
hardest kind of wear.
great and good and good und a sincere
Hubbelllsm. undisguised, the Hubbell plains, -- xetclses an Inhibitory Ii, Mu be preserved by the recipient, because
follow,
What
ul
Naaareth.
of
Jesus
They
are as Hiiuipy and well
twenty-twA tract of
o
acres of vafollowers are already trying to drag ch, upon the mind and nerve centers,
Its value a history, und Its merit as
We need is a practical softening of the
finished as footwear for grown
land,
In
New
tin
of
suburbs'
cant
into the campaign various ijuotluns The che, king centers are Inhibited or. a Work of art.
heart, a kindlier Interest one in the
people.
,
York, wus sold lad Sal utility for un
which are not at Issue, but that Is as it were, partially paralyzed, n.t'i
other. Títere are too ipniiy scowls
to 8
,tt
$
In I1.M
even
s
fifty
tl.iitiii,
ami.
less
That
than
many
hum
almply for the purpose of throwing thus certain Impulse are set fr
The Rev. Charles A. Mitchell, of thousand dollars Dt a. re, but II is ex- and not enough smiles; toa
it
LOO to
S', to II
tM
face thgt should be bright in the
dust In the eyea of the people, and certain emotions are given free pluy Oklahoma, recently delivered an
I.25 to
II 4 to 2
.!:
plained
tin
land
"away
out."
is
that
ennobling
spirit
oi
an
bf,
fe"1lng of excitement, the fe "Ing dress before the y. M l". A of New
thua deceiving them aa to the actual
(I
'2
.Ml to
2.5U
lo
We have everything you
doga
o
and
Lo
kind
brotherhood.
alluation. There is absolutely nothing of joy and strength, the forgetting of York. In which he declared that "not
you would
as
others
unto
"Do
natal
re-1
need for preserving.
hits
An
iihlo
minister
who
Just
A.
Hubbell,
and sorrow and pain are released and ..t in. more than one marriage in eight In
at Issue except Frank
A religion" of deeds.
be done by."
in a iie lie wants 11signed
his
pulpit
If Ihe Hubbell ticket is elected he will lateo! und he says that "If wine
Is
country
happy." and he then
Brother Will, when all this comes
THE BEST FRUIT.
again be the boss, ami will be more Overcome BBd suppress the ronsclou. went on to explain that this deplor-nea- a erty lo preach and Is unwilling to he about you can be the proud owner of
any
sayis
by
creed,
reported as
despotic than ever, becatiaa he will lie
of the little miseries and of the able condition of affairs Is due to the bound
FRESH EVERY MORNING
of u pel cut.
a favorite dog and
able to claim the endorsement of the drudgery f life and thus set free and fact thut as a rule we live on such ing that "a majority of the minister Carlsbad
Roswall
Correspondence.
All sizes of Fruit Jars. Jellv
of the day are out tor the money,''
e.
republican party of the county.
reinforce the unchecked enthusiasm highly seasoned food
it,
much pep-fo- r
the dominant Ideas; If wine can per. spices, chill sauce, mustard, and
Glasses, Parafine, Rubbers
According to the T",eku State .lour-- j
Mitc-ligmake on. forget the frictions and 'other hot things, that we can't he
A (,i M Hi KX XMI'I I
i Willie.
l
pains and give again the feeling of good If we try. Then, according to nal. the most of tie Kansas Chantan- THE VERY BEST CANE
What Mr. Hearst's hired thug.-- did
o.s,
Mr M I.. Divine, with Putney ft Co., unity and frictlooleas power by all Mr. Mitchell, we are to conclude that quus, this year,
with u deficit t that Kansas man was a plenty the dangerous conditions are constantSUGAR.
Missly
increasing
ownership
of
the
wrllea to the leading paper of his for- means et us use this helper to civil- putting so much hotness into our The supph cents to in e been in ex- - to Inform the public u.s to the charissippi valley farm will soon be a
'
Of
an
Press,
the
membership
tinof
the
Free
Detroit
demand
of
isation
mer home, the
acter
And again he asks. "What stomachs generates coldness in our ess
Tim Kanag; burden rather than a blessing unless
political party.
Interesting letter on Albuiuer,ue and else are hope and belief and enjoy-mehearts, and all the poetry of connubial
man had "evidently been induced to the devastation of the river slopes and
Its attractions and advartagee thus
and enthusiasm, but a rein- bliss resolvs Itself Into the very prosy
be sharply checked.
attend the Independence league ,mi watersheds
retting a good example to other Albu forcement uf certain mental states matter of victuals.
Shifting bars on river bottoms mean
tinthat
impression
ventlon
under
guerque rltlxena from different parta with correa ponding inhibition that Is,
lost latm land; rushing Hoods of mudthe del, gut, s would be allowed to give dy waters
tell an eloquent story of
of the country, aince there la no oth paralysis of the apposite ideas?"
The Washington Post says thut a
conto
expression
their individual
The professor classes wine with
piratical forestrutlon
and slipshod
er sort of advertising that ran touch
man named Zero was drowned In
Times.
HI
Paso
victions.
agriculture. Kvery ounce of sediment
Ihe right spot among people nbroad music, with rending or teg or coffee or Pennsylvania, and refers to the sad
In flowing streams means lost
soil
ao surely and effectively aa letters tobacco or any sonthlng influence or ending of u "naughtlcal"
expedition.
Menace which should be lying between farml
Bedomes
a
pleasurable excitation, and he bases
Resources
nelghbora
former
And the Philadelphia
from their
Ledger says:
furrows, bringing grain and vegetables
514 West Central Ave.
.
In the case referred lo. the Free hla argument for the use of wiae and Perhaps the Joke is as good as could Arizona Is All lllglil.
to fruition. F.very muddy stream tells
beer
lu
moderation,
or for temperance be made upon so melancholy a topic,
America's Immeasurably greatest, its own story of shifting banks an,
Arizona will today compare with
Press, which la one of the most lurge
Phone 72.
with the discipline
l,
of
ly circulated Journals In the middle
and it is a pity tu mar II, but the almost any state In the union In the asset tin' Inland waterways Is be- .sliding soli.
upon
the
assumption
that all mankind truth Is that Mr Zero succumbed to mutter of preBpi rlty. The, cry of hard coming a pronounced menace to the
west, not only givea Mr. Dlvlne'a letter
Farm outlines are being changes
every twenty-fou- r
hours along those
a conspicuous place In Its newa de- demanda and must have some sort of the heat.
beon continent's
hi
based
In this territory
prosperity.
times
future
relaxation and aocial pleasure; that to
n
editowatercoursea; the Father of Water?
partment, but has a
Is
farming
and
substantial
slove'nly
reason
very
cause,
little
that
through
sweeps majestically
Nothing could have been finer than
to the
south
rial commenting favorably upon It, abolish wine or liquor absolutely
the with thousands of tons of earth carmora Ihe generosity of the new candidate for Aside from the railroad shop forces profligate forest devastations.
and Impressing especially upon Ihe would result In substitutions
ASUBfUsD im
as manv men .streams tire now rushing unchecked ried In the shape of sediment and with
minds of Us readers the fact that a baneful than liquor; thnt these sub- president on the aoelallat labor ticket, there are practi alh
Bracer, Flear, Bead aa
an
Its
In
soil
held
the
richest
solution,
on
stitutes
be
ever
wa
inadequate,
would
before
as
their
there
them
taking
employed
With
because
says
unfor
to
MM,
the
the
Philadelphia Ledger. The
vary large proportion of
Asea tar BJtahaU Wasaae
this river erosion robs the farmers
.
at us good wages. The big pro h . elPnl(.llU of the fer- - for
ontiquKKquB
tunate who come to this section In "alcohol relieve the dally tenalon original candidate Is In pi Won for and ing
row mbbm
processes:
by
taking
three
first
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ramps
mining
are
valleys.
faimtng
quest of health are almost as destltut directly." and because the "nation murder and could not conveniently dur
the
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of
tila
cnsolid
which
material
the
roll
currents
ii,. almost to the maximum of their
i.... ,i... ....,.-- ,.
.tA ...in -,
s they are of would lose Its chief mean of rerrea-tlo- n " of pecuniary resource
At the present rate, on most care- seaward on the river bottoms; sec- Ipaclty
The farmers In Ihe ugrlcul
ZT
work."
after
liveliunI
s
earn
a
can
nere
ability
to
net
mime
in.
convict
the physical
ttiral valleys have been blessed with ful estimates by the eminent scientist. Umdly. hy the quantities which flow In
He makes light or the "personal
I
selfishness for you
hood by manual labor, and that for
gtllemen have Dr. W. J. Mctlce. this soli waste Is suspension as a sediment, and last, by Try a Morning Journal Wantf
good crops and tl
because, he says,
un the soli salts which disappear In solutheir frhnda and relatives in their old every argument,
assurances In the hounttnil rains trim much over a billion tons a year, belaw of every kind Is an Inier.
tion
In those states In which thV ballot ih
Technical World.
inge will be j .1 md thai the amount sa si unendoiis that It Is
home to permit them to become
liberty ot primary Is provided for by law, B msn
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l..ik. " and the Illinois and
Michigan canal yesterday and today,
had brought no tesults up to a late HABRYTHnW ENJOYS
hour tonight. The police records of
missing perons revealed no one whose
general description tallied with thai
of the murdered hoy. and the police
OUTING
are about ready to class the case as
another of the unsolved murder mysteries of Chicago.
The evident Intention of thV mur
derer of the boy was to scatter the Summoned as Witness in Civil
remains about so that Identification
Is
Suit, Young Murderer
would be impossible. The legs were
by
some hoys who
found yesterday
Given Boat and Trolley Rides,
were playing near "Mud Lake" which
is a stagnant widening of the south
l enaixl Wlr.
branch of the old bed of the Chicago I It, Morning liirnl Suei-mHur- Poughkeepvie. x. v.. Aug
in
old
riv r. The limbs, wrapped
clothes, were at first thought to have ry K. Thaw had an outing today, POD.- been thrown away by medical stu- slsllng of t trip to Flshklll landing.
dents. This theory was abandoned to- sixteen miles away, a trolley ride of
day, however, when human intestines five miles and a return trip by river
to this city
wire round in the canal and a little' steamer
Thaw has a suit pending before
later the hacked torso was discover-H ishklll
Landing
by hoys who were swimming in the Referee Schlcsscr at
to fix the value of the service-- ; of Dr.
way.
water
k wiison. one of his experts
The police are Inclined to the belief, John
who testilicd ill his h.iln as corpus BUlt,
that the victim was h stranger in Chi- - Sheriff
('hauler la under orders from,
cago.
.lodge Toin;kln- In produce Thaw
fore Referee Hchlossi r at such times
and places as the referee may direct.
Two adjournments were taken dur
impersonating
ing the day, and to while away the
lime Thaw, accompanied by officers,
Slick ( rook Victimised Hotel Mi
look a ride by trolley to Fishklll vil
lage. The return trip to I'oughkci nsie
Pretended Connection Willi
was made by steamer.
Naval Recruiting Service.
Tlie second hearing In his ease has
Salt Lake City, Aug. 5.
telegram been fixed by Referee Schlcsscr for
a. m.
of justice at Friday at
from (lie department
Washington this morning Instructed
the federal authorities to arret) one
Percy (1. oinistead for Impersonating
WEDDING
I
n United States n ival recruiting of- Keer, The man was found at Provo
and taken into custody by District At- tornev Hi K BooiV und Deputy Mar-SRal L. L. Smith,
lie confessed that
IN CERRILLOS
he had Victimised
number of hotels, firms and Individuals through his
pretended connect en with the naval
service. Ohyeteud refusei to toll where Mr,
Pedro Ortiz and Miss Carohe i .me from.
"Mud

COMMITTEE

NAMED

FOR ALLISON

OF

Personal Knowledgi

OBSEQUIES

Personal knowledge is the winning facto? in the culminating contests of
this competitive age and when of ample character it places its fortunate
possessor in the front ranks of

President Fairbanks to Attend
Funeial in Person;
Roosevelt Sends Message of

Vice

The Well Informed of the World.
vast fund of personal knowledge is real!) essential to the achievement of the
highest excellence in any field of human effort

A

Condolence,

A Knowledge of Forms, Knowledge of Functions and Knowledge of Products are all of the utmost value and in questions of life and health

Ht Morning Jnurnnl

when a true and wholesome remedy is desired it should be remembered that Syrup
of Fus and Elixir of Senna, manufactured by the California Fig Syrup Co., is an
ethical product which has met with the approval of the most eminent physicians and
gives universal satisfaction, because it is a remedy of

Washington,

-

work), who know of their own personal knowledge and from actual use that it is the first
and best of family laxatives, for which uo extravagant or unreasonable claims are made.

7

1

'V

luiM"rl H lrr
Vice Presi-

ROOSEVELT SENDS MKss W.C
PRAISING DEAD sKX.vrcfi
Presiden!
iiysier Hay. August
Roosevelt today Kent
telegram to the
late Senator Allison's seerc';M as fol--

U.S.A.

1

iL

CELEBRATE

INDUSTRIAL

)

PASTOR FALLS DEAD

Or

Mineral-Resource-

s

In-a- t

Knights of Columbus Will Ex- are threatened with total destruction
fire tonight.
emplify Three Degrees Upon by Four
Dr. F. A. Jones, the well known
of the warehouse buildings
mining expert and geologist, Is Just
were
to
the
others
reduced
ruins
and
Class of Hundred or More
are now on fire. The flames have now completing the preparation of the
in
spread to the distillery property and a mining features of a very elaborately
City,
Candidates This
and carefully prepared industrial map
conflagration is threatened which will
wipe out the whole of this town.
Forty-seve- n
thousand barrels of
whiskey in the warehouses have already burned and the loss from this
source alone Is now estimated at
1200. (ion and may gu higher.
Under the heat the barrels of whiskey burst, and what was not Consumed
by the fire poured Into
branch of
Bikhorn creek near by. The whiskey
on the water quickly Ignited and the
creek became a fler; stream. Appeal
for help were sent to Frankfort, Louisville, Lexington. Winchester, Paris ami
Georgetown. Loiiiscdlc and
are rushing lire fighting apparatus
to the stricken town.
The night watchman at the distillery discovered the blaze in the warehouse at 11:30 o'clock and at
o'clock
this (Thursday) morning, little Inroad
had been made by the firemen.
Mldwuy is one of the oldest towns In
the state, and Is h:ilf way between
Lexington and Frankfort.
i

Wliv-hcs-tc-

1

Morning .lour mil flSlllUI Leetei Wire

I

Xew York. A hk. I
Severe elec- Injunction
Judge Dissolve
trical storms late today accompanied
Granted in Lower Federal Court.
heavy rain and in some Instances
Ashcvlllc. x
C. Aug. I. United by damaging gtlOWers of hall, broke
States Circuit Judie Pardee, of At- the heat wave that lias been afflicting
lanta. Ca., who Is spending his sum- Xew York state and the Xew Kngland
mer vacation In this city, today dis- states. The storm brought great resolved the order of Judge: George Em- lief to this city for during the day
ery Spcer. prohibiting the Southern ten deaths
and more than twenty
railway, the Louisville and Nashville prostrations were caused by t lie
mil other railroads
fromenf'oriing and exceaalVe humidity.
From all sections of Xew York
the proposed rnorrtw In' freight mfes
In the state of Ceorgla.
Ry the ap- came reports of damage done by the
peal and orders
granted by Judge storms. At Orcen Island, near Troy,
Pardee the railroads interested will be N. Y.. Mrs. Thomas McCahe was killallowed fo put their new rates In effect ed by lightning.
In Georgia a In other states pending
Aimmg those killed by the heat In
final hearing of the natter,
this city today was Rev. Kdward Wallace Xeii. pastor of the Protestant
BANDIT RAISULI BOBS UP
Kpiscopal church of St. Kdward the
He was overcome after he
WITH FRESH IMPUDENCE Martyr.
had oflic.iated at morning services and
died within a few minutes.
Tangier, Aug. 5. Ralsull, the bandit, made his first appearance here
D. ROCKEFELLER
inlay since the release sonic (line ago JOHN
of Cgld Sir Harrv Macl.can. Riding
SAVES FRIENDS; REJORT
up to the British legation at the head
"f fifty horsemen, he declared It was
Cleveland. Aug. f. A man said by
his Intention to renounce Itrillsh protection and resume his old life unless bystanders to have been J. 1). Rockereparation was granted for ihe pillag- feller by quick action tonight probing of a villagV by Imperial troops yes- ably saved himself and an automobile
loa'd of friends from what might have
terday
4-serious if noi fatal accident
bean
At the Pittsburg railway crossing the
GREWSOME MURDER
automobile was stopped. While thus
MYSTERY IN CHICAGO standing a train approached and the
One gate fell
gates were lowered.
across the machine und would have
murChicago, Aug. A. A
had not the
der mystery that promise In be one hit one of tile occupants
to be Mr. Rockefeller
of the moat baffling with which the man supposed
police have had to deal In some time caught the guard and ordered the
was developed today by the discovery chauffeaur to go ahead quickly.
of the dismembered body of a boy
in what Is known as "Mud Lake" In CHOLERA SUSPECT
the stockyards district. The finding
IN RUSSIAN CAPITAL
of the lower limbs severed at the
hips and at the knee this morning
was followed this afternoon by the
8t. Petersburg, Aug. Ó. - A man susdiscovery of the torso which had pected of having cholera registered In
drifted some distance. The legs were the worklngmen's quarters of Si. Pewrapped in a newspaper and part of tersburg today. The municipal authorii shirt bearing
the Initial "C" and at ities promptly isolated the tenement
first were suppnscn in be those of a and a score of families living in It.
young woman. The torso from which
the arms had also been hacked away, KOIlTY-MNi- :
SI ( ( HI II TO
however, disclosed that the victim was
DRÉAD ihskask i i:i ssi
a boy.
Tsarlteyn, Russia, Aug. I. Fourteen new cases and nine deaths from
IDÜNtlVV Of MUHDKBKD
cholera have been reported here, makcases
BOY REMAINS UNBOM Kl) ing a total of eighty-fiv- e
and
Chicago, Aug. 5. Attempts to Iden- forty-nin- e
deulhs recorded since Ihe
tify the mutilated and dismembered outbreak of the epidemic.

Albuquerque Man Supplying
Data as to
Brothers' distillery at this place
for a Very Important Work,

Mldway, Ky., Aug. r. Six Immense
bonded whiskey warehouses of (!re;n-bati-

Nearly a hundred Knights of Columbus were present at the business and
social session held by that organization In Red Men's hall last night.
The meeting was one of the most
enthusiastic held for some time. Plans
were discussed for the exemplification
of tlie three degrees of the order during the Irrigation congress. R is expected that a class of one hundred or
more candidates will take the degrees.
Twenty of these candidates will come
from Socorro .and Magdalena, a number from this city, and others from
all parts of Xew Mexico and Arizona.
It was announced during the meeting
that a council would be Instituted at
Santa Fo In the near future. The
Santa Fe council will commence with
about fifty member.
The local degree team will confer
the degrees. With the institution of a
council in the Ancient City, there will
oe five councils Jp, ÍVw Mexico.
As
soon as the fifth cotincil Ts granted a
charter, steps will be taken to form a
state council, comprised of the five
councils. The New Megleo Knight of
Columbus will then have u voice In the
affairs of the national council. At the
conclusion of the business session last
night, cigars were passed around and
Jimmy McCaffrey and Ray Carson,
d
two featherweights, went a
go.
Roth lads Were well up In tin
fighting game and put up a fast exhibition. At the end df the fifth round
the referee declared the contest a
draw. Another bout between middle-weightalso resulted in a draw. Rud
llui ke, a local soloist, gang "La Paloma,'' with a real Spanish accent, and
brought down the houae. The Oolum-hlaquartet, composed of B. C.
L. D Kelehcr. Herbert Aseite
ami John Mahcr, rendered, several 39--

tering City.

Circuit
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NEW

FLAMES THREATEN
KENTUCKY STAPLE

CONGRESS

SOUTHERN ROADS MAY
INCREASE FREIGHT RATE

B,v

pleasant evening.

DURING THE

HP

.

of Xew Mexico soon to be published
by a Denver publishing house and to
be brought out in time for use during
The map
the Irrigation congress.
which is of large size, will show nol
only every mineral deposit Ihus fat
charted, hut will .show grazing lands
farming lands, irrigated ami unlrrl-gated- .
and. In fact, will be a full pies
Rotation 0t the resources of the terri-

tory.
The most striking feature of tin
map is the vast extent of tin" coal
areas which are shown in gn at yellow
blotches. COVeftng I large portion of
the northern part of the territory and
extending as far south as F.ngle, near
the site of the Kngle dam.

ASSISSTANT ATTORNEY
GENERAL RESIGNS

grow-som-

Mforri W. (oolov Coming to New
Mexico in Search of Health.

lnK

Coniiiils-in- n
fat Novelist
Washington. Aug. 5. Alford W
White Plains. X. Y.. Aug. :.- - Sheriff ( oo ley. assistant attorney general, has
Uine, of West Chester county, has
resigned bg account of III health, acKb hard Harding Davis, the cording n the best Information obnovelist, a deputy sheriff of
tainable har tonight. Mr. Cooley left
lure tonight for Xew Mexico. It Is
said that h health has broken down
gs a result of overwork, and that he
ARIZONA COPPER CO, IN
hopes that a test and a change of cliFINANCIAL DIFFICULTY mate will prove beneficial.
It Is understood that Mr. Cooley has
not resigned finally.
K.
Aug.
Bankruptcy
Tucsn, Ariz.,
proceedings were Instituted here
Koresi H'res In Cncur d'Alonos.
Aug. S. Reports
against the Arizona Consolidated
Mlsoula, Mont..
Popper company, owning copper prop- from the Coeur d'Alem-- national reerties In Sc. ta Cruz and Pima coun- serve are to the effect that the forest
ties. Hurry E. Helghton. of Tucson, lire which has been raging In that sec.vas ítpoplittid receiver. The stock of tion for the past few days Is now unConsiderable valuable
the compiny Is held largely In Potts-Vll'- der control
timber Is said to have been destroyed
and Bethlehem. Pi,

UT
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Winnipeg. Man.. Aug. 5. Trade
tin1 nlsm In Canada lias given Us de
cision to the Cttnadiun Paclllc railway.
Without any untoward Incident or os- tenlatious show the mechanics and
work
Ullulrcd Workman today quit
and all shops, big and little, on till
Bleat system are Idle.
II la estimated that I8.IM men went
OBt, the largest number being 2.200
in Montreal and 1,"00 here. Two thousand men left work between Fort
William and Vancouver, all at the dicEven ol 1
tation of the executive.
workmen In line for pensions went
home and II seems to be the most
p
f rull- in the history
complete
way shops in Canada. All the workmen employed around the train sheds
went out and conductors und engi
neers caused some delay to the serv-- !
lee by Insisting on trains being prop- eiiy made up before they would take
them out. Every wheel in the shop.;
stopped and every lire went nut when
the whistle blew several short blasts;
caretakers and shop foremen alón
being left to put the placea in ifeapa
Cor the period of Idleness bound to
follow. This afternoon the men gatíl-creat ttnir hulls to appoint commit
tees to carry on Hie strike. The men
did not talk much as their course ha
been previously decided upon. It wa
decided nol to appoint pickets at pres
ent. It Is known, however, that the
company has several old country me
chanics on hand who will be brought
to the scene of action at once.
Some are optlmlstlr enough to believe that all will be over this week
gnd the men back at work on Friday,
relying upon the supposed capitalization of the company. There
to be an Impression that Ihe
company has allowed matters to drift
to see how far the men will go and
that the arrival here of William
Whyte. second vice president. Saturday. Will brlliR settlement. The
Pacific railway view Is that the
finding of the board appointed nt the
request of the men should in the
be hlndlim on the
opinion
men. The Canadian PgolflO rall;i
not only fllil noi gees arniiraiion, inn
believing the board to be hostile to
their intentions. Withdrew (heir rep- resentatives and the government ap-- ;
pointed another arbitrator to repite
sent the- company who therefore was
Denol accepted by the company.
spite these fact thai the board so
constituted gagre a finding which
gcoaptad by the Canadian Pacific under protest and their surprise at the
attitude of the men is therefore great.
Thev siiv tin' men must be bound b
the lindiiiKs .iut ns they are but thev
the men's refusal
consider that
strengthens their position. The sum
maty of those Idle Is us follows;
MeAdam
hatKkiaarter,
Junction
Maritime province, 2'i; Fori Wil20; North Bay.
liam, 'JOii; Quebec.
Chapea U and tgna.ee. 120; Medicine
at, 100; Hrltlsh Columbia points, 400;
Calgary division, CO, Iteglna. 40; Winnipeg. I. .".oil; Montreal, 2,200; West
Toronto, 500; London, 100; Ottawa.
40; Brandon, 175; Moose Jaw. 200.
tie-tl-

minent Families Wedded in
Presence of Hundreds of

Imperial

Atlantic to
Western Coast Desert in
Obedience to Call of Union
Executive Committee,
From

III? Morning Jnu.nnl (tockii

1

line Granito Members of

.

tlTiplOVCS

I

Storm Bring Relief to Swel

lections in b manner that showed
much musical talent. Other performers wi re present and did stunts varying from an Irish jig to a Dutch solid.
Altogether the knlchts enjoyed a very

r--

officer!

Inexpressedly 'hocli
ami
whole
concerned at the news- - Tl-IN PULPIT
country loses a roan gro,vn gray In
the most honorable type of public
service, a man because of his experienced and trained ability was one of
the most effective aids in making Rood Ten Die; Score Prostrated by
government that we had lii our counHeat in New York; Electrical
try.
(Signed)
"THEODORE ROCU3 E V F.I ,T."

NEW YORK.N.Y'

I
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swindíTrYeizedfor
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LONDON. ENGLAND.
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LOUISVILLE, KY.

I2J0
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-

SAN FRANCISCO, GAL,

OBEYED BY

.

den! Fairbanks today designated tlu
following sengior ai members of the
congressional comnltttee to attend ih"
runornl or the late S niinr Allison,
which he has hen notified will take
place at Dubuque next Saturday afternoon.
Fry. Cullom. Gallinger,
Dolllver,
Encina, Nelson. Bacon. Foruker. Long
Penrose. Bevertdge, Culberson, Koan.
MeCumbrr. Ckimble, Simmons. Hey-buCarter,
LaFollettc.
Burkett,
Raynor Warner.
Smith (Mich ),
Brown, Johnson and Paynter.
A telegram
from Mr. Fairbanks to
Sergennt-at-Arm- s
Ronsdell. of trie
cénate, announces Utht he (the vice
president) will personally attend the
Colonel itansdf!' will also
funeial.
go. The hoo.se committee wl'l I" an
pointed later An eapeelMl request has
been made By the fricrds Of the late
senator thai the funeral lie conducted
as quii tly as possible ami as a cn- sequence the committee will nol occupy a .special train cn route to
The committee will ' meet In
that eit on Saturday.

Known Quality, Known Excellence and Known Component'
Parts and has won the valuable patronage of millions of the Well Informed of the
This valuable remedy has been long and favorably known
under the name of Syrup of Figs and has attained to world- wide acceptance as the most excellent family laxative. As its pure
laxative principles, obtained from Senna, are well fcrovn to physicians
and the Well Wormed or the world to be the best we have
adopted the more elaborate name of Syrup of Figs and
Elixir of Senna
as more fully descriptive of the remedy,
but doubtless it will always be called for by the shorter
name of Syrup of Figs and to get its beneficial
effects, always note, when purchasing the fuu
name of the Company
California Fig Synip
printed on the front of every package,
Co.
whether you call for
Syrup of Figs
Syrup of
or by the full name
, f i
1.
I."
.

Kril
5.

Aug.

ORDER
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Cerrillos, X M., Aug. 5. The latest
society event In Cerrillos was the marriage on August
of Miss Caroline
Granito, daughter of Rafael Granito,
to Mr Pedro ortlx y Pino, son of Juan
was
Ortiz.
of (alisten.
The town
crowded with people from miles
around, fully six Hundred1 visitors at- tending.
dec orated
Tli.- church was prettily
the event. The bride was fashlon-h- y
bly dressed In beautiful white silk,
and carried a huge bunch of roses.
She is a beuutiful and accomplished
young lady and has lived most of her
life In Cerrillos, where her father Is an
old settler, much respected and a successful business man. The groom,
with his futher and brother, conducts
a general mercantile and sheep growing business at Oaltsteo.
The Ortiz
family Is one of the oldest and most
wealthy In the territory. The event
Cas probably the largest of the kind In
the history of Cerrillos oh account of
the prominence of both families'.
A reception, banquet and dance followed the ceremony and every one
reporta a Jnlly good
who attended
time. Many beautiful and valuable
presents were received from the host
of friends. The bride and groom left on
the night train for a trip through
Colorudo and the east to spend their
honeymoon.

rr

ARIZONA DESPERADO
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HI RANGE!

Gun Play When

Warrant Was

Read to Him Brings Sudden
Death to Man With Bad
STRIKERS
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CLAIM ABILITY

To CRIPPLE
wt SYSTEM
Montreal. Aug. t. Returns received
by union leaders here tonight show
that the strike order promulgated today by Ball Hardy, chairman of the
Federation of Mechanics of the Canadian Pacific railway was obeyed by
the employes in the mechanical department of the railway In every Biato Vantlon from SI. John, N. It
couver,
it is estimated here thai
about S. Odd men arc out, though Oils
estimule ly below that made at western points. The Montreal shops alone
account for over 2,000 Idle men Tiie
unlog leaders tonight claimed that Ih"
strike would have the effect of crippling operations on the whole railway
syatem until a settlement has been
reached between the company and its

Douglas, Aris., Auz. 5 William P.
flowning. a member of the old Stile-- .
Alvrird band of outlaws, who ten years
ago operated In southern Arizona, was
killed today In Ills saloon at Wllh-oby Ranger Willis Speed.
Speed sought to serve Downing wllh
a warrHlit. when the latter. It Is said,
displayed a gun, whereupon Speed
fired.
While not present. Downing Is said
tn have been ah instigator of the robbery of the Southern Pacific station at
Cochise, about ten years ago. by the
d
hand.
For Oils' he was sentenced to ten
years' Imprisonment, and after serving em ployes.
seven years he was releum (1.
The officials of Ihe Canadian Pacific
railway refused tonight to make any
yond the declaration thai
statement
they would stand by the award of the
hoard or arbitration and conciliation
appointed undei the Leinleus law to
(onslder Ihe matters In dispute be
tween Ihe company and their m
h. mies. There is but slight probability of government intervention.
The government authorities probably will no be heard from In Ihn
dispute unless there is violence sin!
Cut-O- ff
this Is regarded as unlikely, The
strike began at In o'clock this mom-- i
Ing and simultaneously In the shops
st. John. Halifax, Montreal, North
jai
A I K SVSWM LEADING
AN D WEST FROM CHICAGO. KANSAS CITY AND GALVKSOW
KAKI
Till-SAM
OK
LINK
MAIN
MKX
ON
THIRTY-OMICO,
NI'.W
AUU'QI1KKJUE,
Till
MI1JC8 SOI TH Of
III LI A 18
HHy. Winnipeg and
other eitlna of
TO BAN I'RANCISCO AND OLD MEXICO.
Canada. In Montreal at Ihe Angus
AVENUES AND STREETS
shops about 2.200 men iUlt. About
BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS 25X140 FT.-W- IDE
THE BELEN TOWNSITE AND IMPROVEMENT COMPANY OWNS THE BELEN TOWNSITE-1,- 000
i. ioo men. Including the laborers who
Winery,
Mills,
a
the
classes,
Holler
ail
of
Hlorct
Mercantile
Patent
a
Commercial
llnuaes,
Club.
fehool
lake,
Chnrilie.
beautiful
a
trees
fine
shade
and
Belen, New Mexico, lie In the vnlley of Hie Rl Grande. It ha
ere nol Included In the "strike call
etc,
etc,
Yard,
Yards,
two
Lumber
etc.
Brick
Hotel Helen, with all modern improvement: restaurants.
and the carpenters and Joiners stayed
at work. Before the trouble Is set-- i
LIMITED, EXPRESS, MAIL AND
ALL FAST
BELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIPPING POINT FOR WOOL, FLOUR, WHEAT, WINE, BEANS AND HAY IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO
tied the carpenters and jolnterg who
constitute the majority of those still
FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE ROUTE WILL GO OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH BELEN, EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
at work, are quite likely to go out.
which with an elegant Harvey Ealing House, g commodious depot, mail and espregs office; ronndhon
The Hanta Fe Railway Company has here the largest terminal yarda on It system from Chicago to California
etc.
Mouse;
graded,
sidewalks laid out: hade trect.
streets
Eartliquaqo In Algeria.
for ale adjoin the deHi ground and Harvey Eating
car. The
for eighteen stalls; tracks to accommodate
( 'iiuxtantlne,
Algeria.
Aug. I. Re
DEEDS
GIVEN
WARRANTY
H 11 U CENT INTEREST : TITLE PERFECT.
YEARS
TO
AT
TWO
ONE
FHOM
MORTGAGE
AND
CASH; BALANCE ON NOTE
THE nUCtd OE LOTH ARK LOW; TERMS EA8.
hewed shocks of earthilake w
felt
here this afternoon and tonlg
OTHER
OR
INFORMATIONS
PRICES,
AND
MAPS
WRITE FOR
casualties are reported by the
anees. The authorities are ni
Ing a majority of the bulletins
Secretary.
WM. M. ID HOI R,
President.
JOHN DECKER
five-roun-
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GO TO BELEN, NEW MEXICO
The Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico.
,

of the A.

Located on the Belen

T. & S. F.
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ONE-THIR-

THE BELEN TOWN AND IMPROVEMENT COMPANY

Railway
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THE ALBUQUERQUE
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GEO. W. HICKOX COMPANY I
OUm

LABOK8T JEWEt RY HOCSE IN MEW MEXICO
TOOK AXWAVI WMPUTÍ ANT NEW
BSD IN TOfJB WATCHES. WE'LL EEPA1B THEM
II A SIM 1
ALBliJI KEQI'E. H
AMD

Rml

i'"ry
,..

the organization which is to
.l
.
1
mtrung
fieri uumig iiiv
Irritation congress
There will bo a regular meeting of
Annna council No. 1, Degree of Poca-- !
honlas in Red Mens' hall tonight at
( o'clock sharp.
returned last night to their home in
Ban Bernardino.
Oeorge F. O'Brien, of the Ideal
Shoe Store returned to the city on
the limited yesterday after spending
six weeks visiting relatives In St. Louis
and other eastern cities.
Hon. James O. Fitch, of Socorro,
chairman of the New Mexico demo-- j
era tic committee, arrived In Albuquer-- I
que yesterday from the east and spent
j the
day here at headquarters.
The engagement Is announced of
Miss Jennie Keppeler, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Keppeler, to John
C. Brennan.
Both young people are
well known and popular here.
A party of New Yorkers, traveling
through the southwest, arrived at the
Alvarado yesterday, consisting of Carl
H. Fowler, Oeorge W. Railey, J. H.
Herndoa and K.llvla C. Duerr.
Horn, yesterday, to Mr. and Mi- John A. Johnson, a nine pound girl,
Mr. Johnson, who la foreman of the
sash and door factory at the American
Lumber company. Is a cigar dispenser!
today.
Brother It. Bernard, of the gt.
Mary's college. Oakland, Cal., was a
visitor in the city yesterday en route
to Rernalillo. where he will become
connected with the faculty of the
Christian Brother, college.
A
A. Jones, recently elected national democratic committeeman of
the territory, passed through the city
yesterday morning en route lo Las
Vegas after a business trip In the
southern part of the territory.
Oeorge Ilighhaigtii. of the police
force, was again on duty last night
after bejng confined to his home for
some time with a severe case of congestion of the lungs, complicated with
other troubles.
Rev. Clprlan Barran, for .some time
chaplain at St. Joseph's hospital in
this city, leaves this morning for Costino. Taos county, New Mexico, right
on the Colorado line, where in- will
take charge of a church.
Secretary R, B, Twltche)!, of the
board of control of the Sixteenth National Irrigation congress, Interstate
Industrial exposition, and Twenty-eightAnnual New Mexico Territor
ial Fair, left last night for Las Vegas
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Washington, Aug. I, New Mexico
and Arizona: Fair In south, local
showers in north portion Thursday
,iiul protiii ll Friday.
Insure
as

In

(he Occidental Ufa,
of Colorado springs
yesterday on business

p. Davis,

it.
in

i

lie

Freeh barracuda and sea bass at
the Sun Jo.se Market.
a meeting of lh6 ModThar win
ern BTothednood in Kiks' hall tonight.
llorm- draatvad spring ducks at th

Morning,

Afternoon and
Sessions.
Mod Popular lllimiMIIIll
the City.

San Jose Market today.
Mr. and Mis. Prank Brown are in
the illy from boa Angeles visiting
relatives.

Evening
Place In

K. MctJafToy. of McOsffey

i.

COLOMBO

Theater
Phone 471,

'

Change

Broa. i

arrived last night from a short trip
to Th orea u.
Benjamin M. Knd. an attorney of
Banta ft, arrived in the city last on a
short business trip.
Mr ami Mrs. Htii l.oeh leave t Ii if
morning for a trip to Denver and
Colorada Spring.
A. B PoWelli division agent for the
Wells-KaiRExpress company, arrived
lo i last night,
,
o

ii. Kaiilkner. head of the Santa
and timber department, arrived
in the cily last night from the east.
K

in-

Tonight

j

Mr. and Mrs. .lames Towers. Jr.
who have been visiting Mr. Tower's
párenla at 614 South Second street.
Dr. William II. Hurr. surgeon for
the Beata Wt company at Oallup. was
ity on professional business
in tin

m

1908

In

iiuiu 1...
lis m.M
l

Good

j

examination of
the annexed state-

ment, which shows
I

an increase for the

past

six months

of
ONE HUNDRED
THOUSAND
DOLLARS

the business 'of
"THE OlD REL-

in

;

IABLE"

will be

j

found

'

mer medicine

good sum-

j

Pittsburg.
Fergusson and Crews, attorneys-at-luw- .
filed a suit in the district court
yesterday afternoon, against Charles
yesterday.
It. Foster, asking judgment
In the
Mrs. W. J. Marsh, wife of Rev. Mr. sum of $00. alleged to be due the
Marsh, peator oi the Congregational .Arm, on account of legal services renfrom u two dered.
chinch, hax returned
months' visit In California.
Tonight will tie couples' night at the
Dr. End Mrs. I. I. Hronsnn, whose Skating rink, and there will be an en
marriage wae celebrated in AlbQquer. tire change of pictures and songs. "Cuque last week, returned to (he city last pid's Pranks," "Count
night after a brief trip to the north.
and "The Angel of the Village," made
New Mexico Auto, a hit last night, and the new pictures
A meeting of tinmobile association has been called to win in- better vet.
v
meet in tin Commercial duh on MonMrs. Charles Keppeler
and Mr.
o'clock. Henry Loebs, representatives of the
day night. August 10th. at
The purpose is lo Interest other local German order of Harugari left last
automobile i lubs throughout the torrl- - night lor Denver to attend the meet- Ing of the grand lodge of the order5.
Mr. Loebs was accompanied by Mrs.
Loebf and his daughter. Miss Rertha

from

exhaustion of the
times. With a
willingness to serve

No. 7111.
of the condition of the State National Bank of Albuquerque, at Albuquerque, in the Territory of New Mexico, at
the close of bualneie, July IS, 1901.
RESOURCES.
371.38
Loans and Discounts
list
K 8ÜS.Í4
Overdraft!, secured and uniecumd
irculstlon 100 000.00
U. 8. Bonds to secure
i 750.00
Premiums on U. 8. Bonds
11 4Mt
Bonds, securities, etc.
Banking bnurc, furniture, snd fix
Rppnrt

45
tures
Due from National Banks tnot
is
reserve agents)
Due from State Banks snd
Bankers
Due from approved reserve sgents 10J
f
Checks snd other cash Items
Notes of other National Banks
i
Fractional paper currency, nickels,
and cents
I .an ful Money Reserve la Bank, vis:
Specie
i2.ii oo
42
notes 20,004.00

Redemption

ail with consider-

ate, personal

at-

tention, we solicit
your further

fund with II. S Treascent of clrculstl n)

(5 per

urer

Total

Hanan & Sons Shoes

01.4
732.42
321.74
GS1.83
430.00

and

119.3d
428.00

8,000.00

$824.869.34

County of Berna-

Mexico,

ss

Collier. Cashier of the SBove-nanie- d
bank, do solemnly swesr that the
anove statement Is true to tba best of
my knowledge and belief.
R. H. Collier, Cashier.
Correct
Attest :
R.

9

L Douglas Shoes

W.

24. 809. 34

Total
1.

said by the retailer about guaranteed Shoes,
but in a great many cases the word "guarantee'' does
not mean anything We, therefore, want to make the
following positive statement as to what we mean when
we agree to guarantee" our
Much is

000.00

Reiarved for taxes
Territory of New

Guaranteed Shoes

M7.S7

7,1 ABILITIES.
$10(1. 000. 90
Captclt siork palil In
26,000.00
Surplus fund
Undivided pruflta. leea expenses
777.41
and taxes paid
lon.iioo 00
National Bank Notes outatandlng
33.381.94
Dut. to other National Banka
4.937. It
Due to State Banka and Bankers
Due to Trust Companies and
1,408.87
Savings Banka
31.67
Due to approved reserve scents
980.00
Dividends unpaid
Individual deposits subject to check 377,526 4
Time certlflralea of deposit
18.749.29
2.076.87
Cashier's ehoeks outstanding

lillo

Here it is:
Every pair of Hanan & Sons $5.00 or $5.50 Shoes,
and every pair of W. L. Douglas Shoes costing $3,50
and up, is warranted to give satisfactory wear. If the
upper breaks before the bottoms are worn through we
One allowance to be
will give a new pair free of charge
made for hard usage. Other defects will be rectified and
proper allowance made, (patents not included)

H.

K. H Strons.
O. N. Marrón,
Jay A. Hubbs,

Directors.
Subscribed and sworn lo before me this
17th dsy of July. 1908.
P. F. McCanna, Notary Public.

The State National Bank
Albuquerque

h

Walter D. Jones, Jr.. left for his
home in Pittsburg, Pa., after attending the funeral of his father, 'doncl
Jones, who died here recently after
a short illness.
Mr. Jones will make
a short stop in St. Ixiuls en route to

for

knockers and those

suffering

M EDICINE

OUMMER

An

!

Private Ambulance.
Office M rung Block, Second
ami Copper.
Telephones: OfHce 75. Real.

AUGUST 6,

MORNING JOURNAL, THURSDAY,

SIMON STERN

The Central Avenue Clothier
W0LKING & SON
WIMM1IJS, TANKS

lEUMOTOIl
AND
KITiIiING,

Wi&il.
DR1VINO

AND

CASH

Albuauerque, New Mexico.
707 N. KIOHTII

TEL. H85

WATCH the SHOW WINDOWS
at THE ECONOMIST

Don't say it is not con- venient to pay cash, .make ::
it convenient; it will be ::
dollars in your pocket.

i

'

New Songs

...

CRYSTAL
August 6 to 12.
ADELLAH

X

Whirlwind Tumbler.

and MARTELLtt
Dramatic Sketch

OLIVER

Hubbs Laundry Co.

Artists.

Loebs.

Stated communication of Temple
No. fi. A, F. and A. M. this
evening at X o'clock:. Work In the E.
A. degree
Visiting Masons welcome.
WHITE WAGONS
By order of the W. M
Frank H.
Moore, secretary
Mrs. James Slaughter, proprietreSl
nf the Parisian Beauty parlors, at 312
West Central avenue, desires her customers to know that she will return
to the city and he at the parlón again
.Iiihi i eco tod n large shipment, which wa hsWewl room for and are
August It. Mrs. Slaughter leaves tonibbing special low prices tills week lo move them.
day to accompany the remains of Mr.
Slaughter, who died a few days ago.
CENTRAD A VP.., ALBUQUERQUE,
cast for burial.
Emma W. Sheridan, through her
attorneys, Mediae and Wllkereon, yesterday tiled a petition In the district
court asking for a divorce from her
husband, Joseph j. Saeelden.
The
complaint alleges habitual drunkenness op the part of the defendant for
the past three years and also makes
other charges, The defendant, through
WHOLESALE HARDWARE.
his attorneys, entered appearance In
the case.
Pumps,
Pipe,
lion
Ironware;
Stoves, Tinware, En. tmeled
The (lolden Rule Dry (loods Company's big clearance saV, w.Hch opens
Valves, Fittings, Bolting, Mine and Mill Supplies, etc.
this morning, will present a very attractive list of offerings- to AlbuquerWAGONS, IMPLEMENTS AND FARM MACHINERY.
que buyers
Mr .1. W. Prestel, whose
ok II In managing large shIps of the
M.
N.
Albuquerque,
Mail mders solicited.
kind Is well known, has outdone himself In the attractive groupings of the
bargains offered, and the store when
II opens (his morning will b
one of
the most attractive in the west.
the
Paul Leonhardt. representing
Railroad Young Men's Christian association, with headquarters at Texar- kana, Ark., lef, here last night for
San
Bernardino to visit his father,
who Is foreman In the upholstery de
partment of the car shops at Sun Rer- nardlno Mr. Leonhardt. who left this
city fours years ago after a sixteen
years' residence In Albuquerque, has
bean for the past four days the guest
of his uncle. Charles Keppeler. of
"AHMMMW
VICHICI.'
V I
VsVMIIIJC.M
a.
.
this city, tin his return from San Ber
1.
i
i
smmwsjsw
.
U AtHt.in
nardino he will spend another week
Col! M It
or so with his uncle.
Slxtv blueackets from the United
States training station at Norfolk. Va
pss.-through the city last night en
route to San Francisco, where they
will Join the crew of the cruiser Mary
land. While here, the men took din
ner at the Alvarado hotel Another
consignment of the sailor boys will
psss through the elty on No 1 en route
to the coast. Seven hundred and twen- H NHllors have been detailed for duty
SANTA ROSA In Pacific waters from eastern train
ALBUQUERQUE
LAS VEGAS
Ing stations and navy yards and will
be transferred to the west as Boon as
ONE MONTH
.o.
possible.
A large number of them
T. COURTNEY.
CLAIRVOYANT-DE-W- ITT
will make the trip via the Santa Fe
route.
a nd n llaole Trance Clairvoyant In the
Tin wmt Win HI I.
located In your city, and If yon are In doul or
world lias
The St. Patrick's day parade film
iro.ibl.- .all ami see hlm. He glr ea ail ice upon all affaire of llfo
shown
at the Colombo theater last
(Catate
ano elinnee of all
IMioree. M lnlng. Ileal
I Jin. Marriage.
night made a decided hit. It showed
nvlnt yo u of the power of this wonderful
hinds One visit will
thousands of the wearers of the green
ntan and Hut you can obtain.gaghappiness, contentment .and sucneea
In the St. Patrick's parade in New
and B
Room
H Ontral Avenue
through following tile g
York City. The film Is a work of art
Hours, t to II a.m., S to p.m. Phone 741.

New Pictures and Songs
Monday and Thursday.

"Our Work is Best"

Chafing Dishes
EVERITT, The Diamond Palace

ni

WHITNEY COMPANY

Loudon's Jersey Farm
For PURE ICE CREAM

1402

PHONE

Albuquerque Carriage
I

.

First and Tijeras

CHARLES ILFELD CO.
Wholesalers of Everything
for

ai-urai-

!.

e

t

lodge

and no ivil should rniss tin- opportunity of seeing It. It is so UfeHk
that If you stretch your Imagination
just a trifle you can hear the band
playing "St. Patrick's Pay in the
Morning." It will he shown tonight
for the Inst time. The new pictures
for tonight will be "Page Hoy and'
Its
Bay," "The Wand That Lost
Magic," and "The New Walter." Then
films are all good ones. New songs
will also be Included In the chage of
program.
A full hpuse greeted the excellent
program of'moving pictures and illustrated snngH at the rink last night
The pIctUMM were Just a little bit bet
ter than ever, and the crowd enjoyed
th- m immensely.
The absence of the
flicker in the pictures at the rink is
making an especial hit and the management Ih being congratulated on all
sides for their efforts to giye the best
"The Angel of
pictures obtainable.
the Village," a beautifully colored
film, was shown last night to good
and was much appreciated.
"A
"The County of
Cruel Joke,"
and "Any Barrels to
Sell." very clever and entertaining
pictures, were also shown to good effect. The entire program, Illustrated
songs and all, will be repeated tonight
and a record breaking attendance lj
expected.
'

-

EVERYTHING NEW AT THE
CRYSTAL THREATER

I

T

CLUB

42 NEW

HAS

MEMBERS
President
Chavez and
Committee Chairman James
G. Fitch Address
Rousing
Meeting of Organization.
E,

V,

YOU CAN HAVE

Rolled Specials;
Oats TODAY

at this season of the year
just as fresh and nice as in
the winter by buying Compressed in tin cans.

Best Kansas Creamery
.$
Butter, per lb
2
pkgs. Shreded Wheat.
Fine home made potato
chips, per lb
Wc have a big shipment
of yellow free peaches
In this morning, 3 lbs.
20 pound boxes
Sweet plums, 4 lbs. for..
Crahatiples. nice for Jelly,
per pound
Fresh Kansas eggs. 2 dozen for
las Cruces cantaloupes in

We have

Royal

Seal

and Quaker

brands. Only
were renew members
ceived last nlghl by the Young Men's
Democratic and Improvement club at
a largely attended meeting held In the
club rooms over the San Jose restaurant. .This raises the total membership roll to severaj hundred, and the
club Is in most prosperous condition It
was announced last night thai In a
week or ten days a rudtng room will
be established, open at all hours for
members of the ciub, w ith UH terrified
Forty-tw-

o

15c Per Can
ALBUQUERQUE CASH

now,

I .SB

for

.25
02 x
.45
25 X

i

I

j The MONARCH

4H-4-

t'

i

.35

10
Macaroni, per pkg
15 lb', best cane sugar... 1.00
.25
11 lbs. California potatoes.
25
8 lbs.' native potatoes
.15
t lbs. green hill
Crape nuts. 2 pkgs. for

GROCERY CO.

literature and writing materials for
BCAUOt ll. WAItl), Mgr.
all. The reading room will he attractively furnished, the club rooms havSIS Marble Ave.
ing already been fitted up at considerThis is change night once more at able expense.
Attorney K. V. (Jhuves, the new
the Crystal theater and that mean
that a large crowd Is sure to attend president of the niganlaallou, addressII MU I. M. FRANK
ed the club at some length laxt nlghl,
Just to see what manner of stuff the
Diseases of the hair and Scalp,
giving encouragement to the younger
Scalp Massage.
latest bill Is composed of. Adellah. generation of democrats In their efSliiiiiioolng.
th noted "whi.Tvvsnd" acrobat. Is one forts toward good government, as he
I, a.lies anil Oentlemen
feature and he h said to be a good said. James 0. Fitch, of Socorro,
7
Barnctt Bldg Phone 570.
one.
No tumblli'g gymnast has ap- chairman of the democratic territorial
It
peared at the local house since
central committee, whh also present
again and arid made an address, dwelling on the WELL KNOWN YOUNG MAN
commenced valulevllle
go big with local importance of the young men taking
Adellah Is sure
JAILED ON GRAVE CHARGE
hold of things and rustling for demaudiences.
act
ocracy.
e.ass
which
from
high
Another
The next meeting of the club will be Donald M. Parker Charged Willi 'piefl
much Is expected In the way of a
strong dramatic playlet and exception- held Thursday night, August 13, at
of Money and Other Articles from
ally goon" acting Is the Misses Oliver which time several well known cltir.ens
Photograph Studio of M. B. Porter.
and MarteirEi In their dramatic sketch will make addresses, and there will be
Sacrifice," some unique entertainment features.
entitled, "A Woman's
Donald M. Parker, a well known
which Is said to be a little tragedy In
young
man who came to this city sevreal life.
eral months ago and accepted employThese vaudeville acts will be preceded and followed by the latest and NEW RESTAURANT IS ment with M. K. Porter, theis photogIn jail
rapher and Indian artist,
most pleasing In moving picture dims
considerwith
charged
embexzllng
a
Il
n
by
charming
and will be varied
able sum from his employer. The
lustrated ballad. Vaudeville patronso
theft of various articles from the stumay d'p"nd upon seeing an entire OPEN FOR
dio Is also being Investigated. Parker
change ..f program tonight.
was arrested Sundav. released Monday
on ball, nnd returned to durance MonCared,
Diarrhoea
day night when his bondsmen with"My father had for years been trouParker admits the charge of
Frank Delaney Serves drew.
bled with diarrhoea, and tried every Mrs.
embezzlement
It Is understood that
means possible to effect a cure, withhi collected accounts due the studio
Meals
Will
First
Savoy
at
and
out avail." antes John H. Zlrkle of
around the cltv and neglected to turn
Phlllppl, W. Va. "He saw ChamberIn the cash.
It Is understood that still
to First Class Trade,
Cater
lain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea
other charges of a serious nature may
Remedy advertised In the Phlllppl Redevelop before the young man Is
Mrs. Frank Delaney yesterday open- through with the case. He will probpublican and decided to try It. The
newly
equipped Savoy restau- ably have a hearing next Monday or
result Is one bottle cured him and he ed the
has not suffered with the disease for rant at the chrner of First street and Tuesday.
eighteen months. Before taking this Sliver avenue, a special musical pro- rem.-dhe was a constant sufferer. He rm br,n rendered In honor of the
Veteran Publisher Dead.
I
now sound and well, and although occasion. Mrs. Delaney has much ex
Decatur, Ind., Aug. 5. w
n.
perlence
in
the
to
buslnesa
and Intends
sixty years old, can do as much work
Craig, once owner of the Indianapolis
very
cater to the
best class of trade In Sentinel,
as a young man.
died this afternoon aged St.
oia ny an drug
the city. The service yesterday was
gists.
all that could be dealred. and meals
A full line of Loaded Shot
j were served lo a large crowd nf people.
OUR ABHORTMKWT OF CANNED
Gun Shells at Mcintosh HardFRUITS AND VKGKTABUC8 ARK
Riixalan t'oiiMii Stabbed.
SKI ICC1KD 8TOOK. COME IN AND
Co.'s.
ware
Aug.
6.
Shanghai,
The Rusalan
EXAMINE THEM. F- - O. PRATT
CO. 114 SOUTH SECOND.
F
WKU ICK CREAM. AND
iZTftd
WALTON'
jpE
will
from
recover
hla
His
as
wounds.
'DRUG
STORE,
BEER
ROOT BEER. TH
RVI
j
.
escaped.
OF QUALITY.
V ALTON'S DRUG sallant

3

.as

GROCERY CO.

i

307 W. Central Phone 80

CASH

BUSINESS

TTJ'JsZiVkiik; n

cjj,

gA.

OUR WORK Of LAUNDERING
LADIES' COLLARS.
SHIRT
ON
DJ(
SKIRTS
AND
WA RSI'S.
SLITS fS t IN.HUH PASS ED. IMPK-(IVLAIJNDRV. RACK OF
AZTEC FIT Eli CO.. MILL, FACWOOD
MOUNTAIN
TORY AM
PINION FENCE POSTS; GALLUP
LI MP COAL, $11.50 PER ION. BUY
ANY OLD TIME. PHONE 351.

OUR POLICY IS QUICK RAMOS
AND SMALL PROFITS.
LET US
SHOW YOI! THAT WE CAN SAVE
YOU MONEY ON YOUR
HOCKH
CO., 214 8.
IES. F. U. PRATT
SECOND.
EVEnY ONE IE TALKING ABOUT
DUH FLAT WORK. IF YOU IIAVF,
NOT GIVEN US YOURS.
DO SO
MOW. I M PI .III A I,
AUN DRY. BACK

OF POSTOPFICE.

'

Ol'lt DOMESTIC FINISH fS JUST
THE THING AND SATISFIES OUR
PATRONS. IF YOU WANT TO BE
UP TO DATE HAVE YOUR LAUNDRY DONE BY THB IMPERIAL
LAUNDRY. BACK OF POblOFFICK.

